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ABSTRACT:
I am Yorta Yorta Dja Dja Wurrung. I am a singer, songwriter, performer
and educator and I teach through songs, stories and performance. This
research project draws on all these areas of expression and is both creative
and educational.
In my research, I investigated the ways that the Yorta Yorta language
and other Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages can be retrieved,
reclaimed and regenerated through songs, stories and performances. I
explored the ways I can utilise my life experience and the knowledge of my
culture and language to heal myself, and the wider community from the
consequences and continual impact of colonisation. Since time immemorial,
Indigenous peoples of the world have applied song, story and performance to
educate, heal the mind and body, evoke spirit and entertain. I investigated the
obstacles and ethical issues related to retrieving and transmitting Aboriginal
languages cross-culturally and across different generations. These issues have
formed a significant part of my reflections as a researcher, performer and arts
practitioner.
In my inquiry I employed two methodologies, the dominant being an
Indigenous

methodology of Gulpa Ngawar-l (Yorta Yorta for deep looking and

listening) as a useful framework for reflecting on the themes I am examining in
my research and a secondary methodology of creative practice approach,
which complements and supports Gulpa Ngawar-l.
I am interested in the ways Gulpa Ngawar-l can encourage a way of
thinking about the process of collecting languages in danger of becoming lost.
Gulpa Ngawar-l was used as an approach to conceptualising the work of
building on and strengthening Aboriginal languages. My inquiry focused on the
following questions:
•! How do we collect and revitalise languages in ethical and
culturally sensitive ways, and in ways that give back to the
communities?
•! How do we make sure we are treating the languages with the
utmost cultural respect, allowing the true phonology of our
languages to be heard, and not to ‘anglo-size’ them?
The outcomes of my inquiry affirm the need for Indigenous involvement and
Indigenous authority in creating language projects where the arts are at the
forefront and that language retrieval is now a global phenomenon. We are not
alone.
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Source: Wayne Atkinson- Barmah Forest

INTRODUCTION:
Dey! Nga Lou Bennett. Ngana yakama muma Wolthica Jaara Jaara,
ngani-nhurra lotjpatj Yorta Yorta Dja Dja Wurrung.
Hi! I am Lou Bennett. I am from the clans Wolithica and Jaara Jaara, the
language groups of Yorta Yorta and Dja Dja Wurrung.
I grew up on Yorta Yorta ancestral lands of Echuca on the banks of
Dungala now called the Murray River. I live on Dja Dja Wurrung ancestral lands
in a place now called Malmsbury in the central region of Victoria.
The following dissertation is about music, song, story, language and
culture. I come from two worlds- Aboriginal and Western. My mother is proud
Yorta Yorta Dja Dja Wurrung, my father’s family is originally from Scotland,
Cornwall and Ireland; White Australian who is proud of his Aboriginal family.
Outside of our family home the conflict between Black and White is evident and
runs like an undercurrent in the public spaces from school to the drive inn,
hotels, cafes, it is everywhere. But home is where my family is safe in its
difference.
It is tradition in my Indigenous cultures to acknowledge who you are and
where you come from before you address others, so before I address the
readers of my dissertation I have acknowledged my tribes, language groups,
and the country where I was born and raised and where I reside today and my
family. This is to establish my background respectfully and to inform the reader
of my origins.
You will notice that there are two writing styles in this dissertation. One is
an academic style, the other is a personal cultural style in the form of letters to
the matrilineal line stretching back to my ancestors (dhama yenbena), and
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forward to my nieces (gaka). However it is important to briefly note my greatgreat grampa Thomas Shadrach James and my great-great uncle William
Cooper in this matrilineal line.1 Originally from Mauritius, grampa James came to
Australia for work. He found his way to Cummeragunja mission in southern New
South Wales on the state border with Victoria by befriending my great-great
uncle William Cooper and eventually married the woman who became my
Nanny Ada Cooper. Grampa James was highly respected amongst the Yorta
Yorta people as he imparted much knowledge and literacy skills to countless
others. I mention Grampa James at this point as it is important historically to
look at where this skill of writing and the passion for communication and seeking
justice came from. I could write another dissertation on Grampa though many
others who have come before me have done so already. So I have chosen
specifically to talk to the women in my family, as it is the women who have been
the quiet achievers and leaders amidst a male-dominated society and, through
time, their stories have been overshadowed by a patriarchal worldview. I have
chosen to write in these styles to express what is important from an Indigenous
woman’s perspective. The use of these two writing styles is to demonstrate the
differences between an academic style of writing and an Indigenous style and
therefore the letters are an attempt to represent an oral form, arguing the
importance of Indigenous epistemology, ontology, axiology and pedagogy.
Within

the

Indigenous

storytelling style, I will illustrate

the

relational

accountability within Indigenous peoples and the relationships Indigenous
peoples have with the universe and ideas (Wilson 2008).
The following three components are the vital tools I have used in my
project and are the basic instruments of my research project.

Storytelling. It is the foundational transmission of our cultural knowledge.
Song. It is a vehicle that drives the message of the story.
Performance. It brings the knowledge and expression to the people.

It is these elements that are inextricably linked and interwoven that I
have used to create and explore the possibilities of language retrieval.
I want to start the recounting of my research first of all through a letter to
my mum. I chose to start with this letter because this was where I started my
journey, with my mother, inside her womb, hearing her heartbeat, feeling her
blood run through my veins. I start here to acknowledge and thank her for giving
me life and an inquisitive mind that continues to question everything that
surrounds me and how I relate to the world.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

Deputation notes reprinted in B. Attwood and A. Markus, Thinking Black. William Cooper and
the Australian Aborigines’ League.’ Aboriginal Studies Press: Canberra, 2004 (see Appendix 1).
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Dhoma nyinyi Gana,
(My dear Mum),
I want to tell you how I got to this place I am today, but
firstly I wanted to say thank you mum. Thank you for teaching
me about my identity as Yorta Yorta Dja Dja Wurrung. You told
me baparra banarak (a long time ago) that I had to choose
what I wanted to be … Black or White. Doing this propelled me
to search for a truth that was not immediately visible to me,
the truth as Yorta Yorta Dja Dja Wurrung people.
In no place in our town are there memorials or signs of
acknowledgement of the Yorta Yorta by the community, it’s as
if we never existed. This disturbed me as a young person and
still does today. You posing the question of my identity showed
me something so vital to my well being that I could no longer
just glide by in life without asking ‘why?’ Why was there (and
still is) no signs of Yorta Yorta people honored in our town?
Where is our art, where are our rituals, our culture, and our
language? And why on earth wasn’t the community as a whole
being taught these vital parts of our being? This was no fault of
the Yorta Yorta nation. This was colonization working to
conceal, to hide and disprove our existence.
So the choice of being Black or White wasn’t really a
choice. I reckon my mulana (spirit) chose for me. Our old ones
guided me and like an inquisitive child, I continued to ask
where is my culture in Echuca and why don’t we celebrate it
openly?
I believe as the first people of this country we have not
had our say, and our people and culture have been shunned,
dismissed and disrespected to the highest degree, and are still
being misinterpreted and misunderstood. I have dedicated my
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life to dispelling those misconceptions, those myths, and with
the power and gentle words from you mum- “Be proud of who
you are and where you come from” and the use of my musical
and artistic skills I will, with many others who believe this,
uncover the truth, pulling back the colonial blanket and
exposing what has been wrongfully hidden since the White
man arrived.
So this is where I am mum. I’m at the start of the
‘yanyubak’ (walk) and I want you to walk with me as I ask
this question: ‘How can the Yorta Yorta language be retrieved,
reclaimed and regenerated through the arts?’
In the following chapters I will talk about this in more
detail through the projects I have selected from the body of my
work over twenty-six years and I will explain why it is
important to have an Indigenous worldview and Indigenous
ways of doing things and being within the academic world.
We are Yorta Yorta Dja Dja Wurrung. We are of the earth
and of song. We will sing and speak our language and we will
share with those who are willing to listen. I hope that the
people who read this dissertation come to understand our
relationships that go unspoken with the land, our family our
ideas, our spiritual connections.
Thank you mum, for giving me strength to continue to
wake our sleeping language.
Dhomadhomaga murrangurrang, gatjina Lou
(Love always, daughter Lou)
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CHAPTER ONE: Minhe? (What?)
In my research I am interested in the ways that the Yorta Yorta language
and other Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages can be retrieved,
reclaimed and regenerated through songs, stories and performances. I
explored the ways I can utilise my life experience as a professional singer,
songwriter and performer and the knowledge of my culture and language to
heal myself, and the wider community of the consequences and continual
impact of colonisation on language survival and maintenance.
Language retrieval is a healing process in itself. It strengthens the spirit
and soul of the individual and community, allowing the language to identify our
uniqueness and connection to our country. In Re-awakening Languages there
is a selection of ‘language activists’ (Florey et al 2009 cited in Walsh, 2010,
xxvii) that have written of their individual experiences with respect to Indigenous
language retrieval. The authors argue that the very essence of their strength of
identity is directly linked to ‘cultural connectedness and the uniqueness of
Indigenous identity’ and therefore the revitalization of Indigenous languages is
an act of reasserting sovereignty (Lowe et al, 2010, 54).
I investigated the ever-changing and shifting obstacles and ethical
issues of colonisation and imperialism in relation to retrieving and transmitting
Aboriginal languages cross-culturally and across different generations. This has
formed a significant part of my reflections as a Yorta Yorta Dja Dja Wurrung
researcher, composer and performer, specifically with the Yorta Yorta language.
Research Questions
I have been a singer, composer and performer for twenty-eight years
and within this time my work has been an active expression of my cultural
heritage. I have brought both my professional and cultural knowledge into the
academy to formally pose the questions through this PhD. Within my inquiry of
my projects I have identified questions motivating my PhD. Further, these
research questions recur within and between my professional work and cultural
responsibilities. These questions are:
•! In what ways can the Yorta Yorta language be retrieved, reclaimed and
regenerated through songs, stories and performances?
•! How do I utilise my life experience and the knowledge of my culture and
language to heal myself and the community?
•! What are the obstacles and ethical issues related to retrieving and teaching
Aboriginal languages cross-culturally and across different generations?
•! How best can we ‘take the words off the page’ while keeping the cultural
integrity and the unique phonology (the sound) of the Yorta Yorta language?
In other words, how can the oral nature of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
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Islander languages, particularly Yorta Yorta, be retained while at the same
time ensure its transmission and integrity?
So far in my research I have discovered the ‘anglo-sizing’ of our
language. I have invented the phrase ‘anglo-size’ as it describes the
‘westerninsing’ of our culture – a ‘sizing up to shape,’ if you will, to be
acceptable in the eyes of the Western world. Making Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander cultures more ‘palatable’ for a Western audience has diluted and
homogenized the diverse and unique attributes and qualities of Indigenous
cultures globally and at the same time, forced unreasonable misconceptions
about who is a ‘real’ Aborigine and what is ‘real’ Aboriginal culture. In reference
to Indigenous languages, it is the changing of the sound and diluting and, in
many cases, completely changing the definitions of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander words. It is also a much deeper concern that Aboriginal languages
have been appropriated in this manner. It continues today as Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal communities learn Aboriginal languages straight from historical
documentation that is predominantly written by White Australians. Utilising a
literary method to recover oral languages is problematic and it is at this place
where the oral and the literary collide. If we have the original pronunciation of a
word, then it seems only fitting to use that word or to make it known that it is the
original form of that word. Let us look at the Ngarindjeri word Koorongk. The
Western version of this word is Coorong. The ‘k’ at the end of the word has been
dropped. Why is this the case? Is it harder for the western mouth to pronounce
this ‘k’ at the end of the word or is it because the western ear did not pick out
the subtleties of the Ngarindjeri language? It has become ‘anglo-sized’.
Another concern is spiritual. Indigenous languages come from and are
born out of the specific countries they originate. Can the country and ancestors
recognize the new language? The changing of pronunciation changes the form,
definition and uniqueness of a language. It is the appropriation, in this case, of
Yorta Yorta culture and Yorta Yorta language. How do we acknowledge this
diversion as a community and at the same time allow for individuals, family
groups and communities to explore their own unique phonology (study of
language sounds and pronunciation) and orthography (study of writing and
spelling language)?
We must ensure the ways in which we retrieve our languages never
forget that we come from an oral tradition. An English model that is heavily
focused on writing and grammatical correctness has dominated Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people. We loose our epistemology by trying to retrieve
our language with a Western format. ‘Anglo-sizing’ our words can only distort
and weaken our language uniqueness and our oral way of teaching our
language. For example, our vowel system has distinct differences to the
Australian English vowel system. The town names of Echuca and Moama are
evident of this. Originally Yorta Yorta words, they have been ‘anglo-sized’ over
time to suit the Anglo-Australian way of pronouncing. The emphasis on the first
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syllable has been replaced with the emphasis now being on the second
syllable. Echuca now becomes Echuca. Moama now becomes Moama. The
Melbourne festival of Moomba also has been ‘anglo-sized’ where it is now
pronounced with the ‘oo’ sounding like the ‘oo’ from the word moon.
Pronouncing with the Yorta Yorta vowel system the ‘oo’ sounds more like the ‘u’
in the word put or the ‘oo’ in took.
What is profoundly obvious when the pronunciation and definitions of
Aboriginal words change is that we as a society lose out especially if we choose
not to have discourse about this subject. The ‘anglo-sizing’ of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander languages will continue and languages need room to
evolve and develop through use and time. However, it is crucial that we create a
healthy discourse around this matter so as to imbed Aboriginal ways of
pronouncing.
In the instance of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages,
colonialist attitudes and practices legitimated (and continue to do so) their
demise. Researchers Malcolm and Truscott cite Moran (2005) describing the
deterioration and decline of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages as
having ‘been made more severe through aggressive assimilatory policies
towards Indigenous people carried out over the past 200 years’ (Malcolm and
Truscott, 2014, 7). The decline of Indigenous languages from approximately the
two hundred and fifty distinct languages spoken pre-contact with Europeans to
a remaining twenty, at the time of the first National Indigenous Languages
(NILS) report in 2005, had speakers across all generations (NILS: 2005, McKay,
297) also damaged the deeper elements of speaking another language; the
ability to manifest and to stay centered in our worldview, belief systems,
connection to country, kin, conceptual ideas and traditional knowledges that
only the unique languages can interpret. Since 2005, the second NILS report
was conducted and reported in 2014 stating now only thirteen languages are
spoken across all generations (NILS: 2014, 12).
First Nation Canadian scholar Shawn Wilson refers to being inside our
Indigeneity as ‘relational accountability’ (Wilson, 2008). It is the relationship
between our selves and all things tangible and intangible that is significant to an
Indigenous reality and Indigenous paradigm (Wilson, 2008).
In contrast to the horrendous figures of language decimation, language
revitalisation in Australia is healthy and growing ‘through language centres and
programs in schools, local halls and homes…’ (Malcolm & Truscott, 7, 2014). As
researchers and language revitalisers, reclaimers and regenerators, we must
stay ever vigilant and focussed on the job at hand. It is in this context that I
situate this exegetical account of my creative professional and cultural heritage
practice of revitalisation of language.
The next generation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander performance
artists such as Shellie Morris, Emma Donovan and Deline Briscoe are using their
music and cultural knowledge as a framework to retrieve their individual
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languages of Yanyawa, Gumbayngirr and Kukyalandji respectively, also while
supporting other artists to do the same.
In 1980 the Warumpi Band was the first Aboriginal rock and country band to
write original songs in their language of Papunya Luritja. Their song ‘Jailanguru
Pakarnu’

2

(Out of Jail) released as a single made it onto the ABC television

show COUNTDOWN hosted by Molly Meldrum. The song was written to deter
young Aboriginal people, especially young men, from drinking and getting
thrown into jail. It was the very first contemporary Aboriginal rock song in
language that my family and I saw on television.
The following are descriptions of the selected projects I have chosen to
include in my PhD inquiry. In choosing the following four projects I wanted to
illustrate, the cultural difference between Indigenous time and Western time,
progression of development and magnitude of each experience. Each project
has stories, and each story has a method and an end result. Each has its own
developmental stages and artistic style or medium. Storytelling, film, music, and
performances are all intertwined. At each stage of the projects central to this
inquiry, language became greater and deeper, and more knowledge was
attained about the practice and cultural protocols of language retrieval.
(1) Waka Nyinyi Yana?
In 1996 my big sister/cousin Wendy gave me a tape cassette recording
of our great grandmother Nanny Priscilla Mackray speaking Yorta Yorta. ‘Waka
Nyinyi Yana?’ means ‘Where are you going?’ and it was the very first song I
wrote in Yorta Yorta language. What I had learnt in school was a very bleak
story and future for Aboriginal people. This was my first experience and
realisation that Yorta Yorta language was not dead and gone, but very much
alive.

(2) The Sapphires
The Sapphires (2012) is a movie written by Yorta Yorta writer and actor
Tony Briggs and produced by Goal Post Pictures. Based on true events The
Sapphires tells the story of four young Yorta Yorta women forming a singing
group and touring to a war-torn Vietnam in the 1960’s. The movie premiered at
the Melbourne International Film Festival in 2012. This was an exciting project
as it moved to a new medium of film, and my research was deepened with
translating script for spoken word as well as teaching Yorta Yorta language to
fellow actors through song.
(3) dirtsong
In 2009, Black Arm Band Company produced their third production titled
dirtsong. The show was written in thirteen different Aboriginal languages and is

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1baOxLwccB8 Original music video of Jailanguru Pakarnu.
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currently performed in seven Aboriginal languages. dirtsong explores the
connection between language, memory, country and people. dirtsong was
created out of the sheer urgency to contribute to language retrieval, reclamation
and regeneration and

to bring national and international awareness of

Indigenous language loss.
Furthermore, dirtsong acknowledges that culture does not stay stagnant.
It connects us to past, present and future enabling us as Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people to develop, sustain and continue our inherited rights as
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. It is something that has always
been there, always will be and it is very evident in our everyday life. Whether we
are from the cities or the country, we all come from that earth, we all go back to
that earth. I refer to this work as Baiya-n woka in the Yorta Yorta language.
Baiya-n meaning ‘to sing’ and woka meaning ‘land/country’.
(4) Mamiaith- Mothertongue
Mamiaith- Mothertongue (2012) was the International successor of dirtsong.
The creative development ran over eighteen months between Australia and
Wales. It was a musical collaboration between Welsh band 9Bach and Black
Arm Band Company. The production explores the global impact of colonisation
and how people’s mother tongues survived. It is a musical narration.
As part of my PhD project work, I have continued to gather and compose
original songs that incorporate Yorta Yorta language and have ongoing
consultation with Yorta Yorta Elders and peers. I will revisit these projects in
chapter three to discuss in more detail the creative arts approach of my work.
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Colonisation of language and identity
Mother tongue languages are in our blood, deep in our unconscious; in
the way we utilize the English language, known as Aboriginal English. Without
our languages and the choice of expression, we will become completely
assimilated- our languages will not survive. Language is an integral part of how
we communicate with each other and express ourselves as Indigenous people.
The Victorian Aboriginal Corporation of Languages (VACL) says that language
transports the knowledge of us as unique Indigenous peoples while explaining
our world and how we are placed within it. (www.vaclang.org.au)
Because of colonisation and imposed laws, our old people were forced
to learn another language to survive, and we have lost a lot of ourselves in the
ways in which we communicate. It is time to get it back. Authors of the Yorta
Yorta Language Heritage Project Sharon Atkinson, Heather Bowe and Lois
Peeler describe this situation:
For Aboriginal people languages are a spiritual expression of the land
and are integral to a rich sense of cultural identity. (1997, iv)

Language retrieval in many cases is both a traumatic and a healing
experience simultaneously. When the Black Arm Band Company was creating
the music for the production dirtsong there were thirteen Aboriginal and Islander
people involved. Some knew their language and spoke it on a daily basis, some
knew their language in song only, and some had never spoken or sung their
language at all. This is typical of the diverse situations throughout the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander communities nationally.
We had the support of a non-Aboriginal linguist to research and teach
the endangered languages to those without language. However, it was a painful
process. For those artists it was a bittersweet time. On the one hand they were
overwhelmed with joy that they were learning, hearing, speaking and singing
their languages for the first time, and on the other hand there was an illogical
sense of responsibility and embarrassment for this situation, even though the
circumstances had been imposed by the colonialist attitude that it was
Indigenous people’s fault for losing their language. This is commonly referred to
as being shamed. In addition, feelings of vulnerability and being exposed only
reminded the artists of the sacred teaching of their mother tongue was being
imparted by a non-Aboriginal linguist. The authority on their Aboriginal
languages was non-Aboriginal. Having an outsider as the authority to teach
language or any other aspect of Indigenous culture, provokes a range of
emotions such as a sense of not being smart enough, not having the information
accessible, and an overwhelming sense of embarrassment that the language
was not handed down through the family lines. Murri linguist and language
revitalist Aunty Jeanie Bell makes a similar point in the Boyer lectures. Bell
explains her personal experience:
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‘I felt that I had really been cheated of something- that our identity and
our presence in this country had been minimalized and marginalised.
And there was always this feeling of, they’re trying to kill us off. It
becomes very personal. I was also feeling a lot of resentment, and I had
to deal with that as well. It was resentment towards the linguists who
were lecturing us about our languages.’ (1993, 48)

Stories from our Elders have told of how they were brutally punished by
mission managers with beatings, reducing their rations or expulsion from the
mission when caught speaking their language. This instilled great fear in our
Elders not to pass language down to the next generation and to keep the
children safe from such treatment. Some forgot the language, others
remembered and chose not to speak it, but thankfully, many continued to
maintain the language secretly, sacredly and silently through much adversity.
Aboriginal language retrieval strengthens individuals, families and clan
groups. Once the artists in dirtsong started to claim their respective languages,
singing and speaking them everyday was a healing process and a departure
from the initial experience. Tears turned to joy and laughter, to confidence and
fluency.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages are cultural assets
(Cunningham and Mathie, 2002: Calliou and Wesley-Esquimaux, 2014, 45) that
benefits not only the individual, but also the community to which that language
belongs. For example, language currency can be seen in the Yorta Yorta
community in Shepparton, Victoria, where it was once never heard,
acknowledged or spoken. The Yorta Yorta Nations Inc., Rumbalara Football and
Netball Club and the Academy of Sport Health Education (ASHE) at the
University of Melbourne, all have Yorta Yorta language programs available to
the Yorta Yorta community in Shepparton.
I want my music and my art form to make a difference to young people
and to future generations in the same way as these sports and health programs
do. The arts industry is a valuable space to be explored and used to create
multiple art forms and play a significant role to help all people absorb the new
knowledge of language retrieval, reclamation and regeneration through songs,
stories and performance. They have high impact. They help us remember.
Decolonistation through language reclamation
I lack imagination you say
No. I lack language.
The language to clarify
My resistance to the literate….
(Moraga cited in Tuhiwai-Smith, 1999, 40).
It is critical that Indigenous researchers find their own research methods
and tools both technical and conceptual, to define what is of an Indigenous way
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and what is not, and where we are comfortable in our process and findings as
Indigenous researchers (Tuhiwai-Smith, 1999, 39).
Why do I want to retrieve my language? Simply, I want to speak my
language to other Yorta Yorta people and hear my language be spoken back to
me. I want to have in-depth conversations about our Lore3, our expressions, our
dreams and hopes in my language. When I hear people conversing in their own
languages I would yearn for the sound and feeling of my mother tongue to be in
my mouth, leaving my body, move into the air in front of me and into the ears,
minds and hearts of the listener. It is our inherent right as the sovereign peoples
of this country to speak our mother tongues.

Tuhiwai-Smith affirms that the

recovery of our own stories ‘is inextricably bound to a recovery of our languages
and epistemological foundations. (Tuhiwai-Smith, 39).

The impact of colonisation on our languages
It is clear and fair to say that the global colonising of Indigenous peoples
has left a scar on the nations that have experienced this oppression. (MoretonRobinson; 2000, Heiss; 2003, Sykes; 1975). More so, that this oppression is
ever prevalent today and the severity of impact can be seen, heard and felt by
many.
If we are to revive our languages, then we must look at the best possible
means of keeping the integrity of our languages alive and intact. We must
address the misuse of our language and correct it. We must have culturally
strong formulas and methods in place and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders
communities must be leading the way to ensure that the use of each unique
language is being respectfully treated in whatever context. Indigenous
languages are current, continuous and alive today.
Colonisation is a systematic approach attempting to wipe out Indigenous
lore and culture. The people who have chosen to colonise a nation have
consciously set out to annihilate another’s culture. Hawaiian sovereignty activist
Poka Laenui, also known as Hayden Burgess, explains in his essay on the
Processes of Decolonization, that there are five stages of decolonisation. They
are ‘Recovery, Mourning, Dreaming, Commitment, and Action’ (Laenui, 2006, 2).
Each phase breaks down the indoctrination of colonial practices and ideology,
bringing the colonised mind and body to a state of questioning the dominant
culture and reasserting the original belief systems that had been imposed upon.
Speakers of a decimated language and culture that are in the process of
reclaiming, retrieving and regenerating those languages need to reacquaint
themselves with their respective languages. It is not just a simple matter of
pronouncing words properly and in the right order. It is a difficult emotional

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!I use the term ‘Lore’ as it describes the practice of handing down oral knowledge of the ‘Lore of
the Land’, whereas the term ‘Law’ defines a system of rules that are man-made and do not
nessarsarily applying to the Land.!!
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period and a time that brings pain and relief simultaneously. A time of
rediscovery, fear, grief and doubt that the ‘speaker’ can speak their language,
learn the basic grammatical structure and transmit their knowledge to other
speakers. The fear, grief and doubt are symptoms of colonisation. Learning
and relearning our languages is the very essence of decolonising our thoughts,
speech and actions as is the practice of researching, composing and
performing songs in language.
The following letter is to my mother’s mother, Nanny Iris.

Source: Wayne Atkinson- Nanny Iris Atkinson!
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CHAPTER TWO: Wanhalum? (How?)

!
Dhoma nyinyi Guka Iris,
(My dear Nanny Iris),
You were always showing me how to do things like how to
play the organ, how to cook and clean, how to look after my
sister, how to be respectful to mum and dad, how to be a good
person. You inspired me to be a musician as you were in your
young days. I take after you Nan. There were so many other
things I wanted you to show me. There are so many questions I
want to ask you. So many things I want know and only
through you I could find those answers. How much of the
language did you know? How much of it did you deliberately
forget to keep your babies safe and sound? I remember when I
was in primary school, you would ask me, with a tilt of the
head as you would say, ‘why for you do that?’ and I would
giggle and say,
“No nan, you don’t say it like that, you say, what did you do
that for?”
I would correct you like the non-Aboriginal teachers had
corrected me at school. You would just smile kindly at me and
gently repeat yourself, “why for you do that?”
It wasn’t until I was a university student learning about
Aboriginal English that I realized you were using a Yorta
Yorta grammar with English words. It was another lesson you
were teaching me in your way.
I understand why you had to leave Cummeragunja
mission. I know you believed this to be the only way to get
ahead and be something in your life and for your children. It
was to be equal with the White man. Did that equality ever
come? Did you feel that the White man accepted you? The
solution of assimilation was what they wanted you to believe.
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You believed in education and that it would further our
people to equality, just as Grampa James and the Elders
believed. And now I am here at this place completing my
doctorate in the hope that my work alongside others will make
a change for the better for our people.
I am working towards a goal Nan and to use my musical
abilities and teaching skills to retrieve, learn and share our
beautiful language. And to use our ways of knowing, teaching,
learning and being to make sure I stay on the right cultural
path by listening, looking and learning. The concept of Gulpa
Ngawar-l. Just as you taught me.
Dhomadhomaga murrangurrang, gatjina Lou
(Love always, granddaughter Lou)
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Gulpa Ngawar-l - An Indigenous Methodology
Gulpa Ngawar-l is the combined Yorta Yorta terms for ‘deep looking and
listening.’ In Yorta Yorta gulpa is ‘deep’, ngawar is ‘to listen’ and ngawal is ‘to
look’. It is also written as Gulpa Ngawal though for the purposes of this
dissertation I have created the orthographical term, Gulpa Ngawar-l, by
combining these words and my understanding of their collective meanings to
express the multiple nature of this concept. Gulpa Ngawar-l extends past the
Western ideas of looking and listening and further deepens the definition to
feeling, sensing and doing. To Indigenous people it is an important way of
being in the world and not exclusive to the Yorta Yorta.
In the Gunai Kurnai language Gulpa Ngawar-l is Molla Wariga. Gunai
Kurnai Elder Aunty Doris Paton explains Molla Wariga within an anecdote about
her grandmother:
‘My grandmother always told us to listen properly. By that she meant
listen and learn and hear and see and do.’ (Paton, 2005)
It is an Indigenous methodological approach that can be applied to any
form of inquiry. In this chapter I will argue that Gulpa Ngawar-l is not only a
legitimate inquiry, that it is entirely appropriate and complementary to the
context of the research: that is, Aboriginal experience, language and culture. I
will argue for the presence and importance of Indigenous methodologies within
research and a ‘need for methodologies that are inherently and wholly
Indigenous’ (Kovach, 2009, 13). I will discuss the distinctions and the
alignments between Indigenous and Western methodologies such as creative
approaches to research and find a place for both to come together in a
research practice. Terms and definitions therefore must be explained carefully
when referring to the different perspectives of Indigenous and Western
viewpoints. Throughout this chapter, I will use the terms such as Indigenous to
identify Aboriginal people globally, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander when
referring to Australia and Yorta Yorta Dja Dja Wurrung when referring to my
community and myself. I will use the Yorta Yorta term, Gulpa Ngawar-l, and the
English translation Deep and Respectful Listening when appropriate.
Nehiyaw and Saulteaux researcher, Margaret Kovach, when describing
Indigenous knowledges, has stated that she ‘chose this emergent approach
based on ‘ancient knowledges’ (Kovach, 2009, 9). However, I would go further
to say that these ancient knowledges have re-emerged from the earth and the
people who now have the space, time and access to ‘tribal knowledge’
(Kovach, 2009, 9) and continue to reinstate what our old people have passed
on. These knowledge systems are the oldest in the world. They are the ‘ancient
knowledges’ (Kovach, 2009, 9) that kept and continue to keep Indigenous
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societies alive, in harmony with each other and the environment, and thriving
since time immemorial until the impact of European contact. Tribal knowledge
refers to the continuous link between the past and present day through oral
history and teachings through story, dance, ritual, ceremony and song.
Knowledge is passed to the younger generations, and shared with the older,
through these elements of Indigenous culture. Indigenous researcher Shawn
Wilson supports this argument when referring to empirical evidence and the
notion that it is sounder or superior to cultural knowledge. This notion only
denigrates Indigenous knowledge and ‘leads to the idea that the written text
supersedes oral tradition’ (Wilson, 2008, 58).
Globally there has been an awakening of Indigenous ways of knowing or
new ‘knowledges’ that appear new to the Western world, though very ancient in
origins (Kovach, 2009, 9).

When these ‘knowledges’ are referred to as

alternative options to Western knowledge systems, it infers that Indigenous
‘knowledges’ are secondary or of lesser value and choice. From a Western
perspective, Indigenous knowledges and methodologies are thought of as
alternative or secondary to Western knowledge and methodologies. It is
important to acknowledge that Indigenous systems were and will always be the
first and the original and for Indigenous peoples, the first choice.
Gulpa Ngawar-l is an aspect of tribal knowledge. It prepares the
individual, the community member, the researcher to always be aware the
knowledge is not their own. It is shared knowledge that acknowledges where
the information comes from and who will be the beneficiaries. Indigenous and
Western definitions of authorship and ownership are comparatively different.
For example, in Western law, once the oral story is written down the
ownership changes to the writer of the story and not the storyteller. Many
Indigenous stories have been rewritten and retold through non-Indigenous
writers, playwrights and directors that reap the financial benefit and recognition
of the original people’s story. Another example of the differences within the
visual arts industry of authorship and ownership a painting created by a nonIndigenous artist will have their signature to claim ownership of that particular
painting. By contrast, a painting created by an Indigenous person may have no
signature or multiple signatures as this painting is the ownership of the family or
community and not the individual. Wilson further explains in detail,
One major difference between those dominant paradigms and
Indigenous paradigm is that those dominant paradigms build on the
fundamental belief that the knowledge is an individual entity: the
researcher is an individual in search of knowledge, knowledge is
something that is gained, and therefore knowledge may be owned by an
individual. An Indigenous paradigm comes from the fundamental belief
that knowledge is relational. Knowledge is shared with all creation. It is
with the cosmos: it is with the animals, with the plants, with the earth that
we share this knowledge. It goes beyond the idea of individual
knowledge to the concept of relational knowledge… you are answerable
to all your relations when you are doing research. (56, 2008)
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The differences between the Western way and an Indigenous way have
long been known but not acknowledged in a way that benefits Indigenous
communities. Anyone who has had any interest in the writing down of
Indigenous cultures now becomes the author and has ownership. For example,
anthropologist Norman Tindale will be remembered and spoken of when
referring to Indigenous cultures and stories. Some of the accolades Tindale
received were The Verco Medal from the Royal Society of South Australia in
1956, the John Lewis Medal of the Royal Geographical Society of Australasia in
1980 and even after his death Tindale received an Officer of the Order of
Australia (AO). 4 And yet the people he associated with, studied and researched
go unnamed as individuals only to be recognized as tribes.5
Indigenous research performed by Indigenous researchers, whether it is
creative, critical or analytical, must be to the benefit of the community, and any
accolades received by the researcher will be for the benefit of the researched
community. This is a fundamental ideology that is determined by Indigenous
lore and recognized by Indigenous people worldwide. Gulpa Ngawar-l is a
reminder not to be steered by individualistic outcomes or benefits. It is about
the collective benefit of the community. Gulpa Ngawar-l then is a means of
Indigenous knowing and a product of Indigenous knowledge. This dissertation
will be for the benefit of the Yorta Yorta community first and foremost and then to
the benefit of other Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities.
Gulpa Ngawar-l can be found in many Indigenous nations within
Australia and all over the world. Creative practice researcher, Laura Brearley
cites Aunty Miriam Rose Ungunmerr-Baumann from the Daly River, explaining
Gulpa Ngawar-l in her language, the term Dadirri (Deep Listening):
In our Aboriginal way, we learn to listen from our earliest days. We could
not live good and useful lives unless we listened. This was the normal
way for us to learn- not by asking questions. We learnt by watching and
listening, waiting and then acting. Our people have passed on this way
of listening for over 40,000 years … (Brennan and UngunmerrBaumann; 1989: Brearley, 2010, 93).
Gulpa Ngawar-l has different layers that can be applied across different
dimensions. For example, Gulpa Ngawar-l can be used in everyday life as a
guide to becoming and remaining a good person on the judgment of Elders in
the community. It can also be used in an academic context. It is an Indigenous
epistemology and ontology; an Indigenous way of knowing and being,
although it is not exclusive of non-Indigenous people. Brearley explains
organizational theorist Karl Weick’s work on collective mindfulness as closely
supporting the values of Deep and Respectful Listening (2014, 95). Brearley

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4

5

See http://www.slq.qld.gov.au/resources/family-history/atsi/tindale
See http://archives.samuseum.sa.gov.au/tribalmap/html/map_L3_C4_E5.html
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further clarifies that collective mindfulness nurtures the ability to ‘seek a
complete and nuanced picture of any difficult situation’ (2014, 95).
The principles of Gulpa Ngawar-l represent Indigenous ways of knowing,
thinking, learning, teaching and being. It is a direct response to colonial and
neo-colonialist ways in which Indigenous people have been (and continue to
be) researched. The good intentions of non-Indigenous people’s action’s and
ideas to make Indigenous people and their lives better or better off are not
enough and must come with respectful behavior to another’s worldview and
practice. The term good intentions come from a perception that only the
Western worldview is the right and only view and that this set of beliefs will fit
everyone and better everyone. Consequently, research completed with such
biases has proliferated negative and damaging stereotypes of Indigenous
peoples (Wilson, 2008). Gulpa Ngawar-l is more than good intentions.
Indigenous people have experienced, observed and know what good intentions
have done to Indigenous communities through the application of forced
assimilation- being told what is best for Indigenous people because of the good
intentions of some of the colonisers does not legitimate one way for all.
It is clear that Western research has left overwhelming scars on
Indigenous communities all over the world that have been subjected to the
practice of forced colonisation. Maori scholar Linda Tuhiwai-Smith explains that
‘research has not been neutral in its objectification of the Other.’ (1999, 39). The
‘Other’ being defined here as all people other than those of European or
Western origin. She adds: ‘objectification is a process of dehumanization. In its
clear links to Western knowledge research has generated a particular
relationship to indigenous peoples which continues to be problematic.’ (1999,
39). As the old saying goes, there is more than one way to skin a cat- there are
many knowledges, many truths and therefore many differing points of view that
need to be acknowledged and hold equal validity.
Gulpa Ngawar-l challenges the Western paradigm to look and listen
deeply from an Indigenous paradigm with the respectful outcomes benefiting
the researched communities. In my research I have applied an approach to
gathering information about my language outside of the community and then
returning once I have gathered information in the form of Yorta Yorta language
songs to the Yorta Yorta Elders and community before the performance of these
songs not as previously done by Western approaches. It is a form of resistance
to Western imperialism and colonialism and a call-out to broaden Western
methodologies of knowledge production by adopting Indigenous perspectives
of knowing, thinking, learning, teaching and being.
When Gulpa Ngawar-l is used in a scholarly inquiry it becomes a means
of decolonising the assumptions of knowledge about Indigenous individuals
and groups that often continue the colonialist practices and policies toward our
peoples. It challenges the Western modes of knowing. Tuhiwai-Smith states
that:
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Decolonization is a process which engages with imperialism and
colonialism at multiple levels. For researchers, one of those levels is
concerned with having a more critical understanding of the underlying
assumptions, motivations and values which inform research practices.
(1999, 20).
These ‘underlying assumptions, motivations and values’ (Tuhiwai-Smith,
1999, 20) are formed from the perspective of western knowledge. This is also
referred to as the ‘western gaze’ where the western researcher makes an object
out of what is other to its position; it assumes the only possible position of
knowing and knowledge. Historian Robert. J. C. Young claims: ‘both colonialism
and imperialism involved forms of subjugation of one people by another’ (2001,
15).
Canadian Aboriginal academic and writer Shawn Wilson explains the
Indigenous paradigm further by arguing that ‘this paradigm must hold true to its
principles of relationality and relational accountability.’ (Wilson, 2008, 6) That is,
we must come to a place of common ground where terms and references,
specific

backstory,

and

ways

of

knowing

are

understood

otherwise

miscommunication will be unavoidable.
I have chosen to write in two different styles. The main body of work is
written with an academic style. The second style is written in a personal style in
the form of letters to the matrilineal line of women in my family, my mother, nans,
sister and nieces. I have chosen this second style of writing as a representation
of our oral tradition of storytelling. It allows me to continue the link with my family
and community, to my Elders and old ones and to the next generation allowing
me to prioritise my relationships with the world around me. Furthermore, it is a
way of embedding in a text within the academy, a form of oral tradition from
which I derive my sustenance spiritually, emotionally and physically. Wilson
further supports and explains:
As we Indigenous scholars have begun to assert our power, we are no
longer allowing others to speak in our stead. We are beginning to
articulate our own research paradigms and to demand that research
conducted in our communities follows our codes of conduct and honors
our systems of knowledge and worldviews. Research by and for
Indigenous peoples is a ceremony that brings relationships together.’
(2008, 8)
Part of this crucial practice is the contribution of Indigenous paradigms
and methodologies such as Gulpa Ngawar-l and those alike. For example, let us
look at the English term Deep Listening. It explains the way in which to listen.
Conceptually, in English, we listen only with our ears and deeply inferring that
we focus on what we are listening to. The Yorta Yorta term Ngawar-l is a double
meaning to both looking and listening simultaneously, it furthers the definition
with the addition of the other senses of touching, tasting, feeling and even
further depth of instinctual action. The terminology in English still has its
limitations, and fails to some extent to relay the depth and understanding of the
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capacity of terms defined by the Aboriginal words such as Dadirri from the
Ngungkurungkurr language of the Daly River, Northern Territory (Brearley, 2010,
13) Gulpa Ngawar-l from the Yorta Yorta language from the Barmah lakes and
Murray River regions of Victoria and New South Wales, and Molla Wariga from
the Gunai/Kurnai language, of the Gippsland region of Victoria, Australia.
Gulpa Ngawar-l underpins all my work. It is respectfully listening with an
open heart and being very present in the moment. Yorta Yorta playwright and
arts practitioner Andrea James has shown in her poem, respectfully listening
with an open heart and being present is absolutely central to the methodology
of Gulpa Ngawar-l. The following is an excerpt from her poem ‘Gulpa Ngawal’:

‘What ya doin?
Gulpa Ngawal
Gulpa What?
Deep Listening….
Feeling my ancestor’s breath on my cheeks
Hearing their whispers in my ears
Reading the land
The country
Listening for birds
What ya doin?
Gulpa Ngawal
Gulpa What?
Deep Listening….
Watching for signs (not neon ones)
Taking an inventory of all that has passed and what is to come
Judging you and loving you all at once
Drinking in the sadness of this place till I can’t take it anymore
What ya doin?
Gulpa Ngawal
Gulpa What?
Deep Listening….
Calling out to hear my mother’s voice
Waiting
Waiting to feel my next move
Hunting
Hunting and gathering….’
(James in Brearley, 2010, 11)

Gulpa Ngawar-l involves what Kovach describes as an emergent
approach toward knowledge production based on the ancient knowledges of
Indigenous peoples as the only appropriate approach for her study (Kovach,
2009, 9). In terms of my inquiry, it is not just the question of what are the
benefits of retrieving, reclaiming and regenerating language through the arts? I
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have come to realise through self-observation and my creative process, that the
initial questions of my PhD project have deepened, widened and become more
complex. The original question of how we take the language off the page has
further deepened to asking how do we return our language to our bodies and
communities? Who has the authority to oversee this process? What is the
proper, ethical, culturally sensitive approach/process, to achieve this? What
parameters must we work within to keep the integrity of the language and in
what ways, as a community can we breathe life back into our language? Gulpa
Ngawar-l is one of the key means by which I can pursue the answers to these
questions.

Wise Practices Approach to Knowing
Gulpa Ngawar-l has various connections with other global Indigenous
methodologies, wise practices approach being one of the many. Canadian First
Nation scholars Cynthia Wesley-Esquimaux and Brian Calliou describe wise
practices ‘are best being defined as locally-appropriate actions, tools,
principles or decisions that contribute significantly to the development of
sustainable and equitable social conditions’ (Calliou and Wesley-Esquimaux,
2010, 19). Gulpa Ngawar-l is underpinned and interwoven with wise practices. It
is central to how we behave and what principles have priority when researching.
Wesley-Esquimaux and Calliou have been instrumental in the re-emerging
Indigenous methodology of the wise practices approach, (Calliou and WesleyEsquimaux, 2010, 43) that was first ‘actively propagated by UNESCO (2000)
with an understanding that the definition, conceptualization, and implementation
of wise practices will continually evolve and be subject to refinement, as
individual and community experience and knowledge expands’ (Calliou and
Wesley-Esquimaux, 2010, 19).
As with Gulpa Ngawar-l, Calliou and Wesley-Esquimaux claim wise
practice is to always approach the research with the intention of creating,
gathering, and passing the knowledge onto the community or people being
researched. For instance, in my projects I have collected the Yorta Yorta
language through various sources both written and oral. I composed songs in
English and then translated them into Yorta Yorta words I had available to me.
Once I had the first draft of the Yorta Yorta song completed I would record and
burn the tracks to a cd that would be sent to various family and Yorta Yorta
community members. This was the most direct way for me to deliver the songs
to the community. Once I had heard back from those I had sent the
compositions to I would then continue to develop the songs to a final draft that
would be sent again for community reference. In the event where there were
critical comments, I would address those comments respectfully and change,
edit or move anything that needed to be.
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In most cases the process was accomplished without any conflict or
critical comment to my work because I had honored the protocols set before me
by my Elders and that is sharing my knowledge, and in being transparent and
open to my Elders’ guidance for the benefit of the community.
The principles of both methodologies of Gulpa Ngawar-l and wise
practices approach align, creating a strong and deep foundation to deal ‘…with
the effects of colonisation, dispossession, from land and resources.’ (WesleyEsquimaux and Calliou, 2014, 3: Wesley-Esquimaux, 2009; Wesley- Esquimaux
and Smolewski, 2004). Wesley-Esquimaux and Calliou cite Davis explaining:
Rather than aspiring to be universal, as best practices try to be, wise
practices are “idiosyncratic, contextual, textured and not standardized.”
(Davis 1997: Calliou and Wesley-Esquimaux, 2014, 43).

Wesley-Esquimaux and Calliou further state that wise practices
recognize the wisdom in each Indigenous community and in the community’s
own stories of achieving success’ (Wesley-Esquimaux and Calliou, 2014, 43).
Working from a specific place and identifying the particular needs and
desires of a community is further benefit enabling positive outcomes to occur
when there is a tailoring of approach and practice to each community. Using a
universal or single set of practice principles may not translate in another
community.
In the case of the Yorta Yorta nation, there has been much academic
research done on the language over several decades by the Yorta Yorta
(Atkinson. A, Atkinson. S, Clements. T, Morgan. R, Peeler. L) and other
individuals (Curr. E. M., Mathews. D & R, James. T. S., Hercus. L). The
publication of the Yorta Yorta Language Heritage Project in 1997 saw a rise of
interest and involvement of the Yorta Yorta nation to establish classes for the
community in Shepparton, Melbourne and Echuca. In comparison for the Dja
Dja Wurrung community, the work is just beginning. There is still to be a
language resource written by the Dja Dja Wurrung. The retrieval work of the
Yorta Yorta is further advanced than the Dja Dja Wurrung, for many contributing
factors from human resources, access to speakers and archival materials that
may be available, and therefore it would be remiss to assume that a universal
model would be appropriate.
Knowing where you are situated within your community, culture and
country keeps Indigenous peoples centered in our worldview. Respecting your
relationship with the land supports ‘Indigenous voices to emerge’ (Calliou and
Wesley-Esquimaux, 2010, 25) and to ‘deeply explore their traditional knowledge
as a basis of developing their leaders, organizations and communities’ (Calliou
and Wesley-Esquimaux, 2010, 25). Recording our stories and ‘in the process
revitalizing our culture and generating new stories’ (Calliou and WesleyEsquimaux, 2010, 25) promotes focus, awareness, understanding and
presence to build strong communities. Understanding ways of knowing and
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creating a safe environment allows ‘for deep and respectful listening’ (Calliou
and Wesley-Esquimaux, 2010, 25).
In terms of my inquiry, revisiting communities and Elders or staying in
touch to seek blessings and to maintain strong, healthy relationships is the
practice of reciprocity that is central to participation within and as a member of
an Indigenous community. To share research and to keep the researched
communities updated is an integral part of giving back to community. Whereas
Western knowledge has its authority based on scientific modes of knowledge
production, by contrast, from an Indigenous worldview, authority rests with the
Elders of each community, for they are the knowledge keepers. Tuhiwai-Smith
explains that Western research is ‘…centered around the theory of knowledge
known as empiricism and the scientific paradigm of positivism…’…. (TuhiwaiSmith, 1999, 42). Gulpa Ngawar-l, therefore, is a model of knowledge
production that challenges the dominance of Western modes of knowing. It is a
more appropriate methodology in an inquiry that focuses on the centrality of
Indigenous language for a community, in this case, of the Yorta Yorta
community.
Rather than seeing the problems in a community, as have been
performed by Western practice and policy, Gulpa Ngawar-l and wise practices
approach from Canadian Indigenous peoples focuses on the positive aspects
of a community. In the past, identifying problems to fix isolated the problem to
identify. Then it would be a matter of fixing the problems. Too often the
problems

are

unfixable,

take

longer

than

expected

(sometimes

over

generations) and have a deeper origin that the problem itself. Treating the
symptom rather than the cause has been a colonial practice imposed on
Indigenous communities. There would be no fixing, relief or change if the
identified problem could not be fixed or indeed if there is a problem in the first
place. Focusing on the positive aspects in a community, as this inquiry does,
does not involve fixing, but rather, and more appropriately, it is a matter of
developing and nurturing what is already there. Language retrieval through the
arts is also not problem-focused and therefore does not rely on fixing, rather
focusing on what we still have to create out of.
Gulpa Ngawar-l and wise practices approach empower a community
with their strengths and positive aspects instead of focusing on the negative.
Yorta Yorta community leader and President of Rumbalara Football Netball Club
Paul Briggs explains that our stories ‘…are the building blocks of our esteem,
we owe it to our ancestors to instill these memories in our young players and
share them with all peoples.’ (Briggs, 2010, iv)
Gulpa Ngawar-l comes from the learning ways of my old people. It has
been handed down as an important cultural method to use throughout life and
to make us good people who contribute to the wellbeing of our community and
country. In a similar way, Uncle Max Dulumunmun Harrison, Elder of the Yuin
people explains:
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What I teach the young ones is never ask ‘Why?’ When you have been
told something within law you do not question it. You hold it in
sacredness. (Dulumunmun Harrison, 2009, 73)
It is an Indigenous philosophy that informs the ‘proper processes of
investigation.’ (Brearley, 2014: Atkinson, 2001). Australian Professor Judy
Atkinson explains:
The Indigenous concept of Deep Listening describes a way of learning,
working and togetherness that is informed by the concepts of community
and reciprocity … Deep Listening involves listening respectfully, which
can help build community. It draws on every sense and every part of our
being. (Brearley, 2014, 91: Atkinson, 2001).
Reciprocity is a fundamental principle of Gulpa Ngawar-l. It is the value
of giving and taking within a relationship with another individual, a community
and country. For the goodness and wellbeing of the individual, community and
country, we must all contribute to the collective, defined as the whole universe
and all living beings in it. The health of the individual reflects the health of the
community. Kovach describes the Nehiyaw way of being and knowing
(epistemology) is all about reciprocity and by sharing our work it can support
other Indigenous researchers (2009, 11).
As I research and create, I give back to the community, the song, the
poem, the story and the performance. As I grow my knowledge, I give back my
body and spirit. It is evident in other Indigenous methodologies as Calliou and
Wesley-Esquimaux state that ‘Indigenous traditional knowledge offers traditional
teachings in order to prepare people to live as good human beings who can
coexist respectfully and who have a respectful relationship with their
environment.’ (Calliou and Wesley-Esquimaux, 2014, 44).
Look, Listen and Learn
The following story is a letter to my nieces Alinta and Taree. It describes the
pedagogy and epistemology of my family in a modern day setting that has been
handed down through thousands of generations. It is still essential, alive and
appropriate today.
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Dhoma nyinyi gaka Alinta gaka Taree,
(My dear nieces Alinta and Taree),
I want to share something with you, something very close
to my heart. I wanted to share this with you before I leave this
world and no more words pass between you and I face to face.
It is a lesson from our old people.
When I was a young girl I wanted to learn how to play
guitar. Some of my uncles, your Nanny Vron’s brothers were
very skilled guitarists and I thought it would only be right
that they would be my teachers. I remember asking them each
would they teach me? They all said ‘no’. I pleaded with them.
Just a couple of chords and again they said ‘no’. Then they
told me, ‘If you want to know how to play the guitar then you
have to watch and listen to us when we play. You must look,
listen and learn.’
The only time I had with the uncles all together was at
our Easter family camps where we would spend three or four
days gathered on the banks of Gaiyila, thirty kilometers east of
Echuca, south of Dungala on the border of Victoria and New
South Wales. Yorta Yorta woka (country) is surrounded by
waterways, three main rivers Dungala (Murray River), Gaiyila
(Goulburn

River)

and

Yakoa

(Campaspe

River).

Further

upstream the water spans out into two lake systems, Barmah
Lakes to the south and Moira Lakes to the north. We call these
lakes the kidneys of Dungala and we, the Yorta Yorta, are the
custodians of this wala woka (water land) system. The terrain
is mostly flat with a sand ridge running through the forest of
predominately river red gums (the largest and hardest wood
in the southern hemisphere), box gums (Eucalyptus) and black
wattle trees (Acacias). The earth consists of mainly sand and
clay; you can smell the earth and eucalypt in the air.
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Once dinner was finished and everyone was relaxing, the
uncles would bring out their guitars. This was such an exciting
time

of

the

family

camp

when

singing

voices

and

the

strumming of guitars would fill the air and treetops. I would
sit down in the grey dirt next to my uncles with one of their
guitars, and watch intently as they played. I would copy their
fingering and strumming as best as I could. It was a very slow
and arduous process. I learnt a couple of chords each trip!
Eventually I got the hang of it and started to play at the Easter
family camps with them. My uncles did teach me guitar, but
not in the Western way by sitting me down and tutoring or just
handing me the knowledge, but in the Yorta Yorta way. I had
to work for it. They were not going to give this knowledge
served to me on a silver platter, nor was I going to have it
dictated to me.
I am happy I learnt in this way. I still play guitar, thirtyfour years later. This way of teaching showed me that I needed
to be committed if I wanted to learn. I had to look, listen and
learn. It also showed my uncles how committed and how
passionate I was to learn what they had to teach me. Looking
back on this experience, I can now see where Yorta Yorta ways
of knowing and teaching (epistemology and pedagogy) are
prominent in our family’s way of being. In a similar way I am
reminded of how Nanny Iris taught me how to cook also
reminds me of this pedagogy. Nan would say, “Look see, you
watching me, you watching now, see how I’m doing this, keep
watching now.” Or how my mum, your Nanny Vron taught me
how to fish: “Now to do this, see, are you watching mum? Now
do that see, watch me now.” There were never any descriptive
instructions; it was all about watching and listening and not
asking any questions while they were showing me how to cook
or fish.
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This is a story about listening, learning and doing. Gaka
you must listen to mother earth everyday. Listen to her closely
and she will tell you how to be a good person and how to live a
good life in harmony with everything and everyone around
you. Always enter a relationship or place with an open heart.
Never be jealous of what some one else has. Be kind to those
who have no kindness in their lives. Never ask for more than
you need and always, always speak to the old ones every day.
They may not be here in the physical form but they are
watching you, protecting you, they are apart of you.
Gaka, this is Gulpa Ngawar-l. It is what we must live by as
Yorta Yorta Dja Dja Wurrung people to honor our mothers and
fathers, our grand parents, our aunties and uncle, our
brothers and sisters of the world. This includes the wind and
rain, the turtle and emu, the rivers and tall red gums, and all
that live in between. This is our way. Remember for me and
pass this lesson to your children.
Dhomadhomaga murrangurrang, djetja Lou
(Love always, Aunty Lou)
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Yorta Yorta diversity
There is a range of issues working from the personal outwards and one
of these issues is providing a safe environment where participants can be heard
and their knowledge respected. It is a valuable capacity to look at a situation
holistically and identify different perspectives. In the example of Yorta Yorta
language retrieval each family or clan group has a different perspective and
reality, a different knowledge base and account of the Yorta Yorta culture. And it
is important to identify and acknowledge these differences as the deep layers of
cultural richness of the Yorta Yorta people.
Gulpa Ngawar-l can nurture and transform communities by gathering
knowledge and research of these deep layers of cultural knowledge at the
grass roots, building strong, relevant language policies (among others
policies) that directly affects Indigenous people and can contribute to creating
practices that are relevant to Indigenous people. The government policies and
practices on Indigenous issues that we have in Australia (both from the past
and current) are not working for the Indigenous communities because they
come from a Western paradigm and while they continue to be so they will fail
Indigenous people. Kovach explains that American Indigenous educational
and child welfare policies are in crisis ‘because the research that influences
the policy and shapes the practices that impact Indigenous communities
emerges from Western, not Indigenous, knowledges or forms of inquiry’ (2009,
13).
Let us take the education policies for an example. Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander cultures in general have been left off the curriculum at the
primary and secondary levels. Only recently in May 2015 an article from the
Guardian newspaper reported that Australian schools would soon have
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages included in the national
curriculum.6 The subject of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders History,
Languages, Science, and Culture, among other issues, have not been
compulsory studies alongside or within Australian History, Australian English,
Science and Culture. And if there are exceptions to this rule then they are too
often taught by non-Indigenous teachers from literature written by nonIndigenous writers about Indigenous people. It is the fundamental right to
research within the realms of an Indigenous paradigm to build appropriate
policy and practice to support and accommodate Indigenous communities.
In their 2010 report on Indigenous language policy in Australia,
Malcolm and Truscott explain the use of ideologies of language and
specifically point to the following statement in the Australian Language and
Literacy Policy (Department of Employment, Education and Training [DEET]
1991, p. 32):

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

6
See http://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2015/may/25/australia-developing-first-everschool-curriculum-for-indigenous-languages
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Australian English is integral to Australian Identity. It is the vehicle for
mainstream Australian culture. Being proficient in Australian English is
essential for effective functioning in the community and the workplace.
A key message of this policy is that Australian English must be
accessible to and accessed by all Australians.
Malcolm and Truscott observe a ‘particular perception or ideology of
Australian English’ as being promoted politically, socially, culturally, and
economically ‘by associating it directly with Australian identity’ (2014, 8). The
association of one language with one identity precludes language diversity and
therefore excludes many people from being identified as Australian.
As a Yorta Yorta Dja Dja Wurrung researcher, I use Indigenous ways of
knowing as a foundation to underpin my work and use ‘research as a
framework for telling stories and passing on messages for future generations.’
(Brearley et al, 2014, 13). It is important that we create dialogue between the
universities and Indigenous communities and interrogate the universities’
models, constraints and limitations that have neglected Indigenous ways of
knowing. It is not a matter of out with the old and in with the new. Rather a
blending,

and

acknowledging

of

Indigenous

methodologies

and

the

importance of inclusion in addition to the current convention. Tuhiwai-Smith
explains that decolonizing our ways of knowing ‘is about centering our
concerns and world views and then coming to know and understand theory
and research from our own perspectives and for our own purposes’ (1999, 39).
Being Yorta Yorta Dja Dja Wurrung, I was taught that the landscape is our
university. We do not and cannot separate our ways of knowing from ourselves;
our bodies, and by extension, our country become the vessels of knowledge.
Brearley and Hamm believe that in relation to Indigenous research students
entering the university to undertake scholarly inquiry, it is imperative to value
whole life experiences of Indigenous students and the experience they expose
to academia (2014, 94).
There is a movement now being undertaken by Indigenous researchers to
tell our own stories our way, especially observed through Indigenous
epistemologies and paradigms. The effects of this questioning and critiquing is
that it contributes to the decolonising of Western ways of knowing and reminds
us that Western ways are not the only means of knowing about the universe.
This movement by Indigenous researchers enhances and promotes
dialogue and creative approaches to what has been a purely Western and
somewhat inappropriate or limited view of research. What we are striving for is
change; a newness in the approaches to current research practices and
building on the pre-existing methodologies by deepening and expanding the
views. Nungar scholar and artist Tyson Kaawoppa Yunkaporta believes:
If we use the Aboriginal concept of balance – if that is a part of our way
– then it makes sense for us to find what pedagogy we have in common
with non-Aboriginal ways too, balancing the two worlds. If we find the
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overlap between our best ways of learning and the mainstream’s best
ways of learning then we will have an equal balance.’ (Yunkaporta in
Hobson et al, 2010, 38)

Creative Practice Approach to Research
There are some Western methodologies such as creative practice
approaches that support Indigenous methodologies to decolonise modes of
knowing and presenting knowledge that dominate academic inquiry.
Tuhiwai-Smith reinforces that decolonising does not mean a complete
removal of all Western methodologies, more appropriately it is about prioritizing
an Indigenous paradigm and reaching our own definitions and understanding of
theory and research for our own use (1999, 39).
Creative practice research allows the artist/researcher to explore the
new and connect to the old. This provides a wider scope to creating the work
being researched. Creative practice researcher Barbara Bolt agrees that the
creative arts approach allows the researcher to explore without the confines of
one truth, one law or one way. This freedom therefore allows for unpredictable
outcomes that cannot be foreseen and confined to preconceived intentions
(2004, 2).
My creative practices of composition and performance do not set out to
shock or entertain on a superficial or overtly commodified level. Rather, my
language retrieval through song, story and performance are delivered in a
fashion where the audience pays close attention with their senses, as though in
a state of Gulpa Ngawar-l, though this has not been a conscious action
intentionally setting up the audience to respond in a particular way. My creative
practice is guided by feeling and following my instinct, and following my
ancestor’s voices. I never know what I will come up with, though I know it is
where I am supposed to be.
The practice of creating songs is one of the first steps in supporting the
growth of language retrieval, reclamation and regeneration. In my early
professional life, I have not always had the benefit of writing in my mother
tongue. Doing so creates a deeper sense of who I am as Yorta Yorta Dja Dja
Wurrung. As an artist, songwriting is the key tool to creating shows, albums,
storyline and performances. In addition, having the opportunity to access my
language, and gain the consent and approval of my Elders has given me the
instruments to further develop my compositions into Yorta Yorta. Writing songs
has always been a method by which I can tell my story and explore my identity
through my eyes. Language retrieval and songwriting have come together in a
complementary framework, one feeding the other. From my very first Yorta Yorta
composition, ‘Waka nyinyi yana?’, to the recent large-scale production of
dirtsong, I am more conscious of the possibilities and benefits that lie in the
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future of language retrieval, reclamation and regeneration and also in my own
unique identity as Yorta Yorta Dja Dja Wurrung.
Gulpa Ngawar-l is an approach to conceptualising the work of building
on and strengthening Indigenous languages. It provokes questions such as
‘how do we go about collecting and revitalising language in ethical ways, and in
ways that give practical tools back to the communities who are retrieving their
languages?’ How do we make sure we are treating the languages with the
utmost cultural respect and integrity, allowing the true sounds of our languages
to be heard, by not ‘anglo-sizing’ them? Or to put it another way, how do we
remove the Western lens? How do we remove Western paradigms?
Gulpa Ngawar-l approach combined with creative practice methods
puts into practice the processes of retrieving language that has been asleep in
many Indigenous communities. Through songs, stories and performances and
through multimedia, we can reclaim our cultural heritage. Referring to teaching
Wiradjuri language to primary school children on Wiradjuri country, Wiradjuri
Elder Geoff Anderson explains:
… if we can teach the children we will then have an entire generation of
the future who will see Aboriginal culture as a part of this country. And
it’s alive, not something to be hidden away for museums or archives or
as a painting to hang on a wall. (Anderson in Hobson et al, 2010, 74).

There needs to be a willingness to just sit and observe (as an outsider),
to encourage the processes that Indigenous people must go through when
retrieving their own languages, such as the sorrow, grief, acknowledgement of
lose and celebration of what is left to develop, nurture and evolve. It is a
recovery process, touching all elements of humanness, reliving grief and
heartache and dealing with the shame and the fact that our languages are
taught back to us by non-Indigenous experts.
Indigenous languages are cultural assets. They play a vital role in the
overall well being of the community making Indigenous people spiritually,
emotionally and physically healthier – it is part of the healing process from the
ongoing impact of colonisation. It is a process of decolonising.
Centering our concerns and careful observation of the environment and
other non-human beings that may inhabit that space requires understanding the
languages of non-humans, of rivers and lakes, of the wind and storm of the
trees and plants is critical to the practice of Gulpa Ngawar-l. It involves placing
ourselves in the environment, rather than opposed, disconnected or superior to
the environment. The supposition of Western culture is that listening to the
country and waiting for a response is a delusory action and such a supposition
prevents the Westerner from recognizing the practical importance of existing
within and working with the environment (Abram, 153, 1996).
If we are watching the country, the country is looking back. If we are
listening to the country, the country will speak. If we are speaking to the country,
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the country will be listening. This research project has drawn on areas of
cultural expression and has been both creative and educational. Through
performance and workshops of a cross-cultural nature, (i.e. working with
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal communities) I have been teaching what I have
learnt about my own language through Gulpa Ngawar-l.
First syllable second syllable
In my research I have observed a recurring phenomenon with the
pronunciation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander words with a Western
construct. I refer back to the term ‘anglo-sizing’ as it describes the westernising
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages. It is also known specifically
in cartography and town naming as Anglo-Indigenous. It is like bleaching the
diversity and depth of colors from our languages. The most prominent feature
that recurs is where the emphasis is placed in the word that has been spoken. I
will use the example of the town I grew up in: Echuca.
It is well known within the Yorta Yorta nation that the town name Echuca
derives from a Yorta Yorta word meaning ‘the meeting of the waters’. Although
what most locals do not know is that it is a partial title of one of the twelve clans
within the Yorta Yorta nation. This is my clan, the Walithica. We are the people
from the meeting of the waters. Wal- describes water when used as a prefix
(coming from wala) and ithica means ‘the meeting of’. Ithica is the original word
and ‘Echuca’ is the ‘anglo-sized’ derivative. When spoken in the western context
the second syllable is emphasized. When spoken using the Yorta Yorta code
the first syllable is emphasized. As well as some phonetic and spelling
variations this can be seen with many other town names in Victoria and New
South Wales. The following are two examples of the different intonation and
spelling variations of Yorta Yorta and Australian English:
Echuca = anglosized

Echuca = Yorta Yorta. (Original word

Moama = anglosized

Moama = Yorta Yorta (Original word

Ithica)

Molwa)
In addition to this observation the Australian English vowel system is
imposed instead of the Yorta Yorta vowel system. For example, in the word
Koori which is a well known modern term describing Aboriginal people from the
south eastern Australia, the oo sounds closely like the u in put. When using an
Australian English vowel system, the oo in the word Koori sounds like the oo in
moon. This is a direct result of colonisation.
Reclaiming our Indigenous epistemologies within the retrieval of our
languages is a form of wise practice and Gulpa Ngawar-l and I believe it is
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required for the health of languages going through the retrieval process. This
process can be understood as an act of decolonisation. Tuhiwai-Smith asserts:
To acquiesce is to lose ourselves entirely and implicitly agree with all
that has been said about us. To resist is to retrench in the margins,
retrieve what we were and remake ourselves. The past, our stories local
and global, then present, our communities, cultures, languages and
social practices- all maybe spaces of marginalization, but they have also
become spaces of resistance and hope. (1999, 4)

Challenges
I have found working within two worlds, that of the Indigenous
communities and that of the Western system a major challenge and the ongoing
struggle of being in two worlds. Aboriginal protocols take time and Western
timelines are inappropriate and leave no time to do the research. Sitting down
with people on country, making first contact, returning to country to build trust
and

acknowledgment

involves

relationship

building

not

just

gathering

information and leaving. In most cases, the timelines clash with the restrictions
of Western construct of time and deadlines. There has been an ever changing
advisory group of Elders, due to death or illness, family and professional
commitments as well as the different family or groups having different areas of
knowledge with language e.g. pronunciation of Aboriginal words differing in the
same community. Contrary to these challenges I am finding younger members
of the Yorta Yorta Community (and other Aboriginal communities) with more time
and commitment to be involved in the retrieval of our language than the older
generation. During the course of my research, I have encountered several
ongoing questions that have conflicting answers depending on who you ask,
which have become key components of my reflections in this research. These
are:
•! Does one have the right to ‘engineer’ the languages that one
collects if members of a certain community are not certain about
the correct phrasing for specific terms in their language? For
example, Dungala (pro– u as in ‘up’ or u as in ‘put’).
•! Do we as Yorta Yorta agree to disagree?
•! Do we as Yorta Yorta simply allow the different versions to be?
•! Does one substitute that phrase or word with another or invent a
new word or phrase?
•! How do we honor the oral history by ‘taking the words off the
page’ in a respectful way with integrity, making sure the
pronunciation and intonation, vowel and consonant use are
culturally appropriate and correct?
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Other challenges include having to wait for permission to examine the
languages of certain areas because Aboriginal Elders have their own teaching
styles. The other related complication includes the ethics of ‘teaching up’ in
terms of the ethical constraints surrounding using my own approach and
knowledge of languages to highlight key issues amongst older generations
within communities. While this has hindered the research process to some
extent, it has also provided me with opportunities to reflect on my own position
as a researcher, as well as a performer who seeks to revitalise Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander languages through, song, performance and story.
Reflections
It is important to note, at this time, the institutionalised methodologies have
not entirely served Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders.

What has been

created is a systematic approach where non-Aboriginal researchers enter
Indigenous communities, collect research, claim it as their own and report
back to the specific institutions on their findings to be rewarded with accolades
and status positions, leaving no beneficial outcomes for the Indigenous
communities being researched. Tuhiwai-Smith explains that the reporting back
to Europe of the 'adventurers’ adventures’ about the ‘Other’ (the other being
Indigenous peoples) allowed for flawed and romanticised accounts of ‘white
men whose interactions with indigenous ‘societies’ or ‘peoples’ were
constructed around their own cultural views of gender and sexuality’ (TuhiwaiSmith, 8). While the ‘colonial visage of our ancestors’ time has shifted, the
relationship continues (Kovach, 2009, 76). This has been an ongoing concern
and problem since the very first hobbyist anthropologists collected biased and
crass research in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Our society is disconnecting from Mother earth. More so in the cities and
over populated areas and where there has been little regard to the health of the
environment. More than ever the priority of the earth’s wellbeing has shifted to
the health of the economy. Anything that is outside of this economic growth
agenda is irrelevant and insignificant to the powers that be and all the while
Mother earth, the very entity that sustains us all, is being abused.

This

disconnection is a disturbing phenomenon. The human race must to go back to
the ‘earth-centric’ value system, caring for country in a holistic manner in
everything that we do. Linguist David Crystal notes:
Early colonial contempt for subjugated peoples was automatically
transferred to their languages, which would be described as rudimentary
or animal like. Unfortunately, this mindset is so well established in
Western culture that it is a serious hindrance to progress in eliciting
support for endangered languages. (2000, 56)
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Gunditjmara Elder and musician Uncle Archie Roach’s song ‘Heal the
People, Heal the Land’7 explains the importance of the interconnectedness
Indigenous peoples have with our relationship with the land. Roach refers to the
correlation between the health of the people and the land as being one. If the
people are not healthy, then the land is not healthy. This can also be said for our
languages and our environments. Linguists Daniel Nettle and Suzanne Romaine
report that it is no coincidence that where we see ‘language endangerment’ we
also see ‘environmental distress’ (2000, 14). Nunga academic Irene Watson
explains further that caring for country is equal to taking care of ‘one’s own
body’ and displaying an innate depth of ‘knowing our interdependency’ (2009,
41).
As Indigenous people we must remind ourselves daily that we are
forever under the threat of internalizing a colonial mindset and with this threat at
our doorstep we have to be ever vigilant to its disguises.
On a large-scale this encompasses Indigenous culture and artifacts
such as our old peoples’ remains (including languages) that have been stolen
or acquired under unethical circumstances with no assurance of their safe
return to country and people. It is time to apply Indigenous methodologies,
epistemologies, pedagogies, ontologies and axiologies to the existing
knowledge base of the Western system of inquiry. The colonised system has not
the capacity alone of portraying Indigenous cultures and peoples. Only we as
Indigenous people can do this. As Indigenous researchers, one must be
mindful of who has access to the research collected, how and why the research
will be used, and who will be the beneficiaries of the research. All in all, it must
all come back to the community being researched. This requires understanding
of Indigenous protocols towards cultural knowledge and its dissemination, and
it is imperative that they are observed.
The following is a letter to my little sister Mardi. It tells the story of the two
worlds we live in and what we must achieve to maintain our uniqueness within a
dominant Western culture.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7

Heal the People is a track from Archie Roach’s album ‘Into the Bloodstream’.
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Dhoma nyinyi bugika Mardi,
(My dear younger sister Mardi),
I wanted to tell you this story. I remember the night
before I presented my proposal for my mid candidature review
as part of my PhD assessment. I was nervous and worried that
my work wasn’t academic enough, doubting myself and the
knowledge I had within me. So I spoke to our old ones and I
asked them, “What am I doing here? Am I doing the right
thing? Is this where I should be?” The next day I woke with a
sense of determination and strength in my resolve. I went to
my review, still a little nervous, though ready to face the
assessors. I started my presentation with acknowledgement to
country and place and who I was and where I came from in
our mother tongue. As soon as I spoke I could feel the old ones’
presence. Then I sang in Yorta Yorta language. As their
presence grew, my strength and determination intensified as I
moved through my presentation. I got to the end and in my
conclusion, I put my paper down and I spoke from the heart
and I finished by saying,
“Please don’t take this as a sign of disrespect but this is
not just a form of research and study that I can leave alone
once I have completed. This is more than a PhD! This has been
a life journey for me, your decision is irrelevant at this point
because I know I will continue to retrieve, reclaim and
regenerate the Yorta Yorta language through the arts as I
have done for my adult life. This is my cultural, spiritual and
ethical responsibility.”
I wasn’t sure how they were going to react and that
wasn’t the important part for me. They seemed to have
understood the responsibility I have taken on. I am not
researching someone or something that is separate of me. I am
in the middle. I am researching my own, our own. I am the
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researched and the researcher and I must take all care,
respect and diligence in this yanyubak (walk/journey). Some
days I am holding on with but a thread. Some days I am lost
in what seems to be a foreign land, other days I feel my skin
sinking into the dirt and muddy waters of our ancestral
lands, like a turtle bound for home after feeding for the day to
rest in what she knows, smells, feels and tastes as her own place.
We are the ones who must know and create our own identity.
Non-Aboriginal people cannot define our identity. It is our
birthright.
I am dedicated to putting our language back in the
mouths of our people through song, storytelling, and
performance. And I know you’ll be there beside me every step of
the way.
Dhomadhomaga murrangurrang, dhatjip Lou
(Love always, elder sister Lou)

!
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CHAPTER THREE: Bayiya woka (To sing country)

!!
In this chapter I will discuss the importance of creative practice using
the example of my work in the creation of the Black Arm Band Company’s
production dirtsong. I will reflect on the artist’s process and experience
including my own showing how the songs of dirtsong were created for the
purpose of exploring the diversity in language transmission and maintenance
between the numerous Aboriginal clans, tribes and nations. In addition, I will
discuss the importance of performance as a practice based researcher and the
fundamental connections of performance to ceremony.

Source: James Henry- Black Arm Band dirtsong Footscray ensemble 8

I sing and perform to pay tribute, respect and honor to my old ones, my
family and my country.
Before I enter the stage to perform I ensure that I complete a set of
cultural protocols. I empty my thoughts to be present, I visualise my old ones, I
can feel their physical presence, I speak to my old ones, starting with my Nanny
Iris, Nanny Mackray and so on. I ask them to give me the strength and guidance
to do my best and to always remind me why I perform. I choose not to perform
for individualistic benefit. I am here to continue the connection to my old ones
and to maintain that connection keeping it strong by being humble. As an
Indigenous performer, performance is driven by the ritual of ceremony, not for
means of commodification, and it is in this contemporary setting that I continue
the ceremony. I think about the performances of my old ones, how they altered

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

8
(L-R) Arwen Johnston, Nigel MacLean, Andrea Keller, Rory MacDougall, Mick Meagher, Deline Briscoe, Lou
Bennett, Paul Dempsey, Mark Atkins, William Barton, Emma Donovan, Julien Wilson, Djolpa McKenzie, Dan
Sultan, Nat Pa’apa’a, & Dewayne Everettsmith.
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their states of consciousness, dancing around the fire, evoking spirit,
connecting to country and kin and maintaining the relationships with their
surroundings to tap into our deepest knowledge of values and beliefs by the
participation in ceremonial performance.
There is reciprocity between the performer and the audience.
Anthropologist Lynne Hume explains singing as a ‘sharing experience of
beliefs, values, hopes, and expectations, as well as of homelands- [the
performance of] songs can sometimes produce a state of great joy and
euphoria’ (2002, 94). It is unspoken sharing of emotions, thoughts, and spirit.
The performer performs, the audience watches and listens and in between an
exchange occurs. Hume further supports the idea that songs are capable of
taking both the singer and listener into a ‘state of consciousness that is everpresent, eternal and abiding’ (2002, 166).
Although I may be performing to a majority of non-Aboriginal people, in a
modern day setting and surrounded by technology, my connection and passion
are here in the present moment. This is my modern day ceremony. As a
performer and composer I believe I am continuing what my Elders and old ones
invoked- this invocation of song to heal and connect with ancestors, people and
country.
dirtsong

Source: Daybreak Films- Image from the production dirtsong

In 2009, I worked on a major music performance and co-produced the
live recording titled, dirtsong; a performance predominantly in fifteen Aboriginal
Australian languages. The performance is about connection to country, memory
and people and the songs coming from country. dirtsong examines why and
how languages have been (and still are) removed from Aboriginal people, as
well as the familial and community ramifications attached to that removal. These
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are important themes in my research. The performance and creative
development process encouraged me to reflect deeply on these themes from
an ethical perspective while working with different Aboriginal communities and
to take this reflection into a PhD program.
In 2007 Steven Richardson, the company’s Artistic Director at the time
asked me, “If you had the chance to create your dream show, what would that
look like?” I replied, “I would do a show totally in Aboriginal languages.” The
next year the concept became a reality and dirtsong was created.
dirtsong premiered on the 23rd of October 2009 as part of the Melbourne
International Arts Festival, at the Melbourne Performing Arts Centre, State
Theatre. The performance contributed significantly to my project work research
extending its season for five years.
The performance is about connection to country and the songs ‘coming up
from country’. Yorta Yorta and other Indigenous people believe the songs come
up from the country- waiting for the right moment to be heard, felt, tasted and
experienced by the people and all living beings in the environment. Energy
comes up from the country and each place has its own energy and life force.
Writer Alexis Wright’s anthology celebrating twenty years of Land Rights
in Central Australia 1977- 1997, Take Power, Like this Old Man Here (1998) and
Bill Neidjie’s book Story About Feeling (1989) were the inspiration for the libretti
in dirtsong. Five pieces were composed and translated into the particular artist’s
unique language. A complex storyline of musical explanations and a journey of
the deep unwavering connections of language to Aboriginal people and the
unique country to which they belong, dirtsong was created out of the desire to
produce

a

new

work

predominately

in

Aboriginal

languages

using

contemporary music.
Succeeding the previous productions that relied heavily on pre-existing
material, the creative team saw the need to create something very new
conceptually and something that hadn’t been done before on such a large
scale. Knowing that Aboriginal languages are dying out at a vast rate dirtsong
was a creative and emotive move towards creating mainstream awareness of
this alarming fact in addition to language retrieval. According to UNESCO it is
believed globally more than 3000 languages will disappear by the end of this
century if nothing is done to recover and maintain these languages. This would
be catastrophic loses to humanity as not only the languages die but the cultural
knowledge that comes with those languages will also die. (www.unesco.org)
Compelled to write this show for collective, cultural and individual
reasons, it was obvious this would be one of an emotional journey for all
involved. A show predominately in Aboriginal languages representative of the
group made sense to align our repertoire with the Aboriginal artists. Included
among the artists was one non-Aboriginal artist, Shane Howard, who was asked
by Gunditjmara Elder, Uncle Banjo Clarke to write a song in the Peek
Woorroong and Keerray Woorroong languages about going eel hunting. There
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were fourteen Aboriginal artists9 involved speaking and singing fifteen
Aboriginal languages.10 As there were predominately Aboriginal arts creators,
the cultural protocol kept our process strong and on the right track. Gulpa
Ngawar-l played a significant role in the creative developmental period. Silence
in the room was as important as the music making allowing everyone to digest
and reflect on the power of what we had created. There were women-only and
men-only sessions to discuss gender specific issues, though these separate
sessions happened organically as they were needed because the space was
available.
Some of these languages, especially those from the south eastern parts of
Australia where invasion had a longer history and more devastating impact, had
not been heard for over four generations.
The process had to be appropriate and sensitive to the needs of the
Aboriginal artists involved. We had an extra rehearsal room for the artists to take
time out when they became overwhelmed or just needed to be alone. This was
such an emotionally moving time. Linguists who had worked with Aboriginal
communities for many years were made available to those who had no
knowledge of their own languages. There were times when if an artist didn’t
know

their

language

there

would

be

bereavement

and

grieving;

acknowledgement of loss beyond our individual control and this would be felt
by the whole creative team. We were grieving and healing, dropping to our
knees and picking each other up, shedding many tears and comforting each
other through this time.
The band comprised Eugene Ball (trumpet), Stuart Byrne (reeds),
Ceridwen Davies (viola), Iain Grandage (cello), Anita Hustas (double bass),
Arwen Johnston (tuned percussion), Andrea Keeble (violin), Andrea Keller
(piano) Rory McDougall (drums), Michael Meagher (electric bass), Jordan
Murray (trombone), Geoffrey Morris (guitar), Greg Sheehan (percussion) Sue
Simpson (violin), and Julien Wilson (saxophones).
Another one hundred people from the following organisations were
involved in the making and delivery of dirtsong; Melbourne International Arts
Festival, Art House at the City of Melbourne, Yothu Yindi Foundation, Fred
Hollows Foundation, Aboriginal Housing Company, Redfern Community Centre,
Elouera Tony Mundine Gym, Garma Festival of Traditional Culture and the
Torres Strait Islanders Media Association. In addition, there were managers,
agents, families, community members, linguists who also gave their support.
As human beings we all have an inherent right to know our mother
tongues. When a language is removed for whatever reason, it leaves a great
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9
Aboriginal artists of dirtsong were Mark Atkins, Lou Bennett, Deline Briscoe, Emma Donovan,
Kutcha Edwards, Dewayne Everettsmith, Leah Flannagan, Ruby Hunter, Bunna Lawrie, Djolpa
McKenzie, Lee Morgan, Shellie Morris, Archie Roach, Bart Willoughby.
10
Aboriginal languages used in dirtsong were Bundjalung, Yorta Yorta, Yalandji, Alyawarre, Mutti
Mutti, Mirning, Peek Woorroong, Keerray Woorroong, Ngarrindjeri, Gumbayngirr, Gumatj, Palawa
Kani, Burrarra, Gundjeihmi,
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despair to those unable to express themselves through their own language and
having only to rely on the dominant/new language. Crystal explains:
The desire to know about our ancestry is a universal inclination – but it
takes a language to satisfy it. And once a language is lost, the links with
our past are gone. We are, in effect, alone.’ (2000, 41)
The isolation of language loss can then only be healed by way of revival.
Most of the artists were able to go back to their communities and have dialogue
about language and support, but for those who couldn’t, other processes had to
be implemented. This is where the linguist support was valuable. It was a hard
process for those Aboriginal artists involved. For example, it was a difficult
situation for artists to be taught their language by a linguist who was a nonAboriginal woman. The cultural differences between Western and Indigenous
have been, and continue to be major obstacles and challenges. In most cases it
is the Aboriginal people who have to adapt to the Western worldview. The
predominately monolingual mindset has been established over centuries and
Indigenous or ‘other’ people are forced to learn the dominant language and
leave theirs behind for survival (Crystal, 2000, 45).
Where possible, the artists were requested to go back to their
communities and talk with their families and Elders about the use of their
respective languages prior to the rehearsal schedule. This was one of the
fundamental Indigenous protocols that all the artists adhered to and reinforced
the importance of sustaining the practice of reciprocity. The gift of languages
meant responsibility to those words. The artists in return for their languages
would sing with the utmost respect, pride and dignity.
Many of the artists who were unable to contact their families or their
communities for additional language and support as well as prior to the
rehearsals spent their quiet moments within the rehearsal time making phone
calls back to their communities asking for language. Language was being
transported into the rehearsal room via these phone discussions from all over
the country. Some of the languages didn’t arrive until the last week leading up to
the performance. It was a stressful time for the artistic director and producers,
though the artists knew their languages were on their way, as if they were being
delivered by their old ones. The artists now had ownership over their individual
songs, also sharing part of themselves with the larger collective. The pride of
sharing language became the focus, overriding to some extent, the discomfort
of ‘re-learning’ their language in an unfavorable context and environment.
Discussions about what words were used in different languages to explain the
same thing became a major (and very enjoyable) part of the process. For
example, the Yorta Yorta say ‘woka’, Gumbanygirr say ‘jaagun’ and Ngarrindjeri
say ‘ruwi’ for country/land/earth.
This experience fostered a great amount of excitement. We were
reminded of the magnitude of this project and where it could take the
participants, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal. It was apparent that the need to
undertake more of this style of retrieval would be a positive starting point to
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reviving endangered languages and the hope for future projects of this caliber
were already starting to form outside of the company. After the premiere of
dirtsong many artists performed their songs in their own shows and continue to
write songs in their respective languages.
Although we could feel this hope there was still a deep pain of
acknowledging why and how the languages had been removed from use and
the associated cultural, familial and community ramifications. This brought up
much frustration and mixed emotions of being completely overwhelmed. As
much as it was initially being disempowered by the situation, there was a
knowing that we all had to go through this stage. There was a bigger picture the
artists were now seeing and this was growing ever present- the responsibility to
their communities, languages and countries. Crystal explains:
Many statements testify to the way a community’s elders, leaders, and
educators explicitly acknowledge the importance of their language as an
expression of their whole society and history. They see language as the
means of transmitting the story of the great journeys, wars, alliances and
apocalyptic events of their past; it is the chief mechanism of their rituals;
it is the means of conveying ancient myths and legends, and their beliefs
about the spirit world, to new generations; it is a way of expressing their
network of social relationships; and it provides an ongoing commentary
on their interaction with the landscape. (2000, 49)

A mixture of wonderful and sometimes emotionally painful experiences
was felt and there was no turning back to the place of not knowing our
languages and what the language had given. dirtsong had taken on another
element of life- dirtsong wasn’t just a show. The languages stepped outside the
frame of a performance. The artists were living, breathing, speaking and singing
their languages daily. This was, the continuity and the connections to our old
ones and our past to our present.
A new sound was developed to these old languages, breathing new life
from the vast differences of languages not been spoken for at least 150 years to
languages spoken fluently on a daily basis.
Languages from the south eastern parts of Australia were the most
decimated by colonisation making it difficult to source through the communities,
but not impossible. With the help of community Elders, language researchers
and linguists much of these languages were sourced in literature. Once the
songs were constructed in English it was then translated into each artist’s
respective Aboriginal language. There were some artists who chose not to go
through this process, as it was too painful. Instead they decided to create
instrumental compositions combined with the visual backdrop of images from
the Australian landscape.

Conversations between instruments became a

metaphor for the unspoken languages representing the colorful layers of
language within a language as non-verbal gestures and body language are
prominent aspects of Aboriginal languages. It only seemed fitting to incorporate
these elements within the storyline.
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There were five episodes in the production, three of which I contributed
the foundational vocal compositions, ‘dirtsong’, ‘biglaw’, ‘giidany’ in addition to
the backing vocals of ‘rainstorm’ and arrangements of Bart Willoughby’s
‘Sunrise’, Shane Howard’s composition ‘Waakooawhan Yannak’ and Neil
Murray’s ‘Island home’. Each piece had a backstory from the words of Alexis
Wright and each composition would then be translated into the respective
artist’s language. The five episodes were titled ‘dirtsong’, ‘Biglaw’, ‘Heartbeat’,
‘Side by Side’, and ‘Rainstorm’. Each episode explored different storylines of
language and connection to country, memory and landscape. From the far north
regions of Kakadu and Arnhem land to the southern lands of Victoria and
Tasmania, the east coast from Nambucca Heads to the Daintree across to the
west coast of Yamitji country, dirtsong traveled the continuous songlines of
many landscapes, communities, city and towns.
My creative involvement took a couple of stages. Firstly, composing the
melody, backing vocal and chord arrangement. I then translated the English
into Yorta Yorta. I then recorded the first draft and sent it to my family members
for blessing. I then could move to the next stage and that was to teach the other
female vocalists each piece that I composed. I wrote and recorded five vocal
parts for each composition and arranged acapella so that the vocalists could
hear their lines. We were singing in Yorta Yorta, Ngarrindjeri, Gumbayngirr,
Yalandji, Gundjeihmi and Alyawarre in the one rehearsal session. This was an
experience the team shall never forget.
Once the vocalists had established the melodies, we then worked with
the arrangers in rehearsal, recording every moment to create orchestral
arrangements. The arrangements were then scored for a fifteen-piece
ensemble. As the development of the languages in composition progressed, we
could see another form of communication unfolding. Something that felt familiar
but new at the same time. The ensemble learnt other ways of communicating.
Conversations were had about what we were experiencing and feeling of
profound connection to one another. Singing those thirteen languages was
bringing them back to life.
On the 25th October 2009 a company of thirty-two artists and musicians
took centre stage at the Melbourne Performing Arts Centre (State Theatre) in
front of a crowd of two thousand people for the world premiere of dirtsong.
Running a full length show for seventy minutes the audience sat in awe of the
new and old sounds that they were experiencing. There were tears shed and
bursts of laughter as the stories and songs unfolded. When the last song sung
by Archie Roach finished the lights dimmed on stage leaving Archie in
silhouette, arms raised like the wings of his totem Bunjil, Creator and great
wedged tail eagle to join his image projected onto to the back screen. There
was a moment of silence as they both disappeared off the stage marking the
end of the show. An explosion of clapping and calls of adulation and for encore
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filled the auditorium. The house lights slowly came up to reveal the whole
audience standing in ovation.
We would be back the next evening to do it all again and to do it all
again for the next five years nationally and internationally. I remember asking
one of the audience members what they thought about the show and they
replied, ‘I was moved beyond words! I cried, I laughed and for the first time I felt
I truly experienced the truth about Aboriginal people.’
For the next five years the Black Arm Band Company toured extensively,
shaping and developing the show to fit all sizes of venues and environments.

11

The original live performance cast changed over the years. It became
dependant on availability of artists and funds. 12

!
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12

!

See Appendix 4 dirtsong performance schedule 2009-2014.
See Appendix 7 dirtsong media and selected quotes.
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Source: Black Arm Band Company- Key Image of dirtsong

Mamiaith- Mothertongue

!

Source: 9Bach & Black Arm Band Company Wales promotion

!
The Mamiaith-Mothertongue project saw the Black Arm Band Company
collaborating with Welsh folk roots group, 9Bach (nine bach meaning little
nanna in Welsh). The experience had been beautifully sublime. The two groups
shared a common experience, exploring many musical connections and
specifically in this project, the preservation of language and culture through
song, storytelling and performance.
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The Black Arm Band Company and 9Bach in association with the British
Council and Serious Productions UK, presented the show at the 2012 London
Olympics music program, ‘BT River of Music’ after a successful premiere at the
Galeri Caernarfon, North Wales.
The project explores the stories and connections to our mother tongue,
our first languages. It is this, amongst other shared cultural aspects, the
Australian Aboriginal and Welsh nations have in common, though we are from
different hemispheres. Believing in our kin, in our country to replenish, nurture
and care for us, and our languages to keep us connected to all, was the
shared storyline interwoven through the performances of original compositions
and a selection of compositions from the production dirtsong.
When language is forcibly removed and made foreign in our own country
through dispossession and oppression, in turn those who are oppressed are
disconnected and made foreign in their own land. Our languages are living
energies that need to be spoken and expressed to stay awake, alive.
The group 9Bach, rework traditional Welsh folk songs bringing them
back into circulation after much rest and non-use. 9Bach explore each folk song
and contemporise them instrumentally leaving the melody and words in the
original state. This is a way to honor the original song at the same time
breathing new life into the songs linguistically and musically. It is part of 9Bach’s
philosophy to continue down this path of language restoration and maintenance
though music and it aligned well with the Black Arm Band Company’s
objectives. In addition, the lead vocalist Lisa Jen Brown’s voice was pure,
delicate and awe-inspiring and working with her was an absolute honor and joy.
Guitarist Martin Hoyland’s creative compositions were emotive, obscure and
had a depth in humility and attuned with what I was accustomed to and the
collaboration flowed organically. It was meant to happen. It was as if our
collective old ones had made this collaboration and meeting of minds and
hearts so.
I had travelled to Wales three years’ prior with the production called
‘Yanagai! Yanagai!’, another creative project involving Yorta Yorta language
regeneration, written and directed by Yorta Yorta theatre practitioner Andrea
James. My experience of the Welsh culture and people reminded me so much
of my own. The Welsh are land lore people who spoke of their kin in a familiar
way as Aboriginal people do and had achieved language revival and
maintenance in the face of seven hundred years of oppression from the English.
In 2011 the creative process began with Brown and Hoyland coming to
Australia for five days of workshops and then another five days touring with the
Black Arm Band. It was the first time Brown and Hoyland travelled to rural
Victoria and central remote Australia and it is a journey they still talk about.
It was crucial for the creative process to give Brown and Hoyland an
effective understanding of the diversity within Aboriginal Australia so their travel
itinerary took them to Wurundjeri/Boonwurrung country (Melbourne) Dja Dja
Wurrung country (Castlemaine) in Victoria, Arrente/Walpiri country (Alice
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Springs) and Luritja/Walpiri/Arrente country to the remote community of
Papunya in the Northern Territory.
Mamiaith-

Mothertongue

had

been

inspired

by

dirtsong.

It

demonstrated and explored musically, the extent and impact of colonisation by
the English globally and the courage of the colonised to take back what was
inherently and rightfully their own. The first stage of the collaboration process
took place in Melbourne where the creative team (Brown, Hoyland and
Bennett) shared the backgrounds of the band 9Bach and the company Black
Arm Band in more detail. The team then discussed the main themes we agreed
to highlight within the show. We used an excerpt of footage from dirtsong that
depicted a mother and child interacting with each other to initiate the first piece
of writing, a composition called ‘Cariad Mam’ (Welsh for mother’s love). Over
several days the creative team created another two compositions; ‘Plentyn’
(Welsh for children) and ‘Welsh Knot’. Black Arm Band artist Shellie Morris who
bought a pre-existing composition called ‘Nana Song’, which Morris had
written in the Yanyawa language with her grandmothers, later joined the team.
‘Nana Song’ is about Morris’s nana who when eight years old was
forced to march 800 miles from her home to a Darwin internment camp as part
of a government policy of forcibly removing children from their homes. Brown
was so moved by Morris’s family stories of stolen generations and Morris’s own
story of adoption by a White family, Brown was compelled to write the song
‘Plentyn’. ‘Welsh Knot’ explored the abhorrent violence and cruelty towards
Welsh children in schools by the authorities when they were caught speaking
Welsh. They were forced to wear a heavy piece of wood with the words
‘WELSH KNOT’ (also written as WELSH NOT) written on the piece of wood, tied
around their necks for the entire school day and given a beating at the end of
the day. The measures of suppressing the Welsh language were extremely
harsh.
While language retrieval, reclamation and regeneration were the
foundational concepts driving the show, the creative team found the other
elements of family and connection to country as critical and integral.
After the workshop period the Black Arm Band and 9Bach set off on
tour to the remote community of Papunya in the Northern Territory. As
discussions unfolded on tour, stories were shared of the country that inspired
more writing from the creative team. After our Papunya performance we
travelled back to Victoria to Dja Dja Wurrung country, at the Theatre Royal in
Castlemaine where the Black Arm Band performed dirtsong.

It was an

opportunity to road test the composition ‘Cariad Mam’ within a show context
and to invite Brown to perform with the Black Arm Band. Brown and Hoyland
returned to Wales and continued to work via emailing musical ideas. I would
add my ideas and send them back. This process continued until we had
partially completed the compositions. Thinking about their trip to Australia and
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how inspired they were from the experience, Brown and Hoyland wrote the
music and melody to a composition they titled ‘Papunya’. They sent the
composition via email to me and I wrote the lyrics in English and then sent a
copy to Sammy Butcher at Papunya to have the lyrics translated into Luritja. He
then put me in contact with his nephew and we translated the lyrics over the
phone. I then recorded the template of ‘Papunya’ song and we sent it to the
Black Arm Band vocalists to learn. It was an effortless process, which has
become practice to connect and collaborate over vast distances.
Morris and I then travelled to North Wales in March 2012 for a sevenday workshop to complete the compositions, and to discuss the show in its
entirety. Images and footage of landscapes from both countries were sourced
to give a visual narrative that supported the compositions.
In July 2012 the Black Arm Band returned to Wales to rehearse and
perform Mamiaith- Mother Tongue at the Galeri, Caernarfon and then onto
London to perform at the Olympics music program, ‘BT River of Music’.

Waka Nyinyi Yana?
The next letter is to my Nanny Mackray. It is a testament to our belief
systems. I truly believe my Nanny Mackray has been calling on me from the
spirit world to take up the responsibility of language retrieval and recovery by
passing me the language to create the song ‘Waka Nyinyi Yana?’
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Source: Wendy Berick- Nanny Priscilla Mackray

Dhoma nyinyi Dhamala-nhanha Mackray,
(My dear Nanny Mackray),
Well where do I begin? It has been such a long time since
I saw you, touched you, listened to you speak, laugh, growl
and comfort. I wanted to let you know how I am going and
what I’ve been up to.
So where do I begin? At the beginning, the beginning of
my journey recognising and acknowledging my desire to speak
the language of my people- Yorta Yorta, the beginning of the
tape recording of your voice, so soft and fragile yet strong and
resilient, the beginning of hearing your voice for the first time
in over a decade of your passing, the beginning of the 1996
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National Aboriginal Islander Day Of Celebration (NAIDOC)
event where I was performing.
The beginning….
It was on a beautiful winter’s morning in July 1996 and I had
arrived in Footscray to perform for a NAIDOC event. Big sissy
cuz Wendy was there and came to me through the crowd with
a big smile on her face. I could see by her facial expression
that she was dying to tell me something. She had something in
her hand, I assumed this was what she was smiling about.
She greeted me with a warm hug and kiss, as she always
does and then told me what she had in her hand.
“Look what I have sis!”
Before I could ask what, she replied with great emotion and
excitement.
“It’s a recording of Nanny Mackray speaking and translating
our language! OUR LANGUAGE!”
The emotions that ran through her body to mine were too
much to hide and we laughed and cried and hugged each
other and danced on the spot. It was also too much to just
place it in my bag and wait until my performance was over.
With great urgency and apology to some of the audience and
organisers I said,
“I’m sorry but you’re going to have to give me a few minutes
before I start my performance.”
None of them knew what I had in my hand or the reason
for my hasty exit to the car park. I jumped in my car and
pulled the tape out of its cover, looking at it intensely, I placed
it into the tape player carefully as if it was a precious piece of
art or a rare relic to be handled with the utmost of care.
The tape clicked into motion….
The sound of another time and place hummed…the clock
ticked in the background…
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The first voice is a woman identifying the interview. Her name
was Louise Hercus. She says,
“This is Mrs. Pricilla Mackray speaking at Mooroopna on the 2nd
of July, 1963”.
This is almost 33 years to the day! My heart is pounding
in anticipation to hear your voice and I’m wondering will I
remember your tone and sounds, your inflections and timbre?
And then, finally I hear you and it is as if it was only
yesterday. Your voice! Your pitch, your tempo, your accent, your
beautiful strength in your gentle tones.
“Ah, ah, waka nyinyi yana? Where are you going?”
And then you say it again slowly and clearly, as if teaching a
lyric from a song,
“Waka… Nyinyi…Yana…”
You then go on to tell a story about this phrase.
The tears welled up in my eyes and rolled down my cheeks as I
began to squeal and wail with delight, with excitement and
washed with the pain of loss and grief… missing you. This
moment had evoked so many thoughts and emotions that day,
the most important thing I remember at the end of the day I
knew that you were calling me to recognise my inherent right
and my role and responsibility on this earth.
I must retrieve, I must reclaim and I must regenerate my
language. I will sing my song for my people. I will sing our
song for you Nanny Mackray.
Dhomadhoma murrangurrang, gatjina Lou
(Love always, great granddaughter Lou)
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Source: Lou Bennett- Cassette of interviews with Yorta Yorta Elders

The first song I had written in Yorta Yorta language was Waka Nyinyi
Yana? (Where are you going?). This was seemingly the easiest process as I had
the sound of the words directly from my great grandmother, Nanny Priscilla
Mackray on a tape cassette recording interviewed by Louise Hercus on the 2nd
July, 1963 at Mooroopna, Victoria. The tape was given to me by my
sister/cousin Wendy Berick at a NAIDOC gathering in the mid 1990s. I listened
to the tape and gathered all the phrases that Nanny Mackray spoke and
created the song. Once I had completed the song, I recorded it and sent it out
to family and community to share, enjoy and seek blessing. This was a process
of contacting the people I sent the tape to and hearing their response. If they
liked the song, then this was the approval. Some would be more explicit and tell
me they have given their blessing. Once I received the blessing. I then
recorded with Tiddas, the band co-founded with Sally Dastey and Amy
Saunders and I on our fourth album, Lethal By The Kilo. Since that time I have
received requests to teach the song throughout the world. It has been scored
for professional choirs such as the Gondwana Indigenous Choir and community
choirs like the Boite’s Millennium Chorus and included in the ABC’s ‘SING!
2012’, the Australian national songbook for primary schools.
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The Sapphires

!

!

!

Source: Hotscotch Films, MTC, Goal Post Pictures- The original Sapphires and actors 13!

I was invited by Yorta Yorta writer and actor Tony Briggs to translate
several parts of Tony’s script The Sapphires into Yorta Yorta under the guidance
of Yorta Yorta Elder, Aunty Zeta Thompson. My first task was to translate the
song ‘Banana Boat’ made famous in mid-twentieth century Western culture by
West Indian singer Harry Belafonte, from English into Yorta Yorta. Once I had
the approval from Aunty Zeta the audio recordings were sent out with the written
lyrics to the cast members to learn. The next stage of creative development was
to translate written English excerpts from the script for the characters Kay and
Nanny Terese and to teach the cast the song ‘Bura Fera’ (also written as ‘Ngarra
Burra Ferra’). This song is an old hymn titled ‘Bring Back Pharaoh’s Army’ that
was translated into Yorta Yorta by Yorta Yorta Elder Aunty Therese Clements
and notated by my great-great grampa Thomas Shadrach James. I was then a
cultural advisor along with Aunty Zeta to oversee and help in the implementation
of Yorta Yorta language on location while filming and in the recording studio.
The movie premiered at the Melbourne International Film Festival in 2012 and
after twelve months of its release numerous YouTube uploads from all over the
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13

The original Sapphires (L-R) centre photo; Lois Peeler, Naomi Mayers, Laurel Robinson and
Beverley Briggs, Top left photo; Deborah Mailman, Jessica Mauboy, Miranda Tapsell and Shari
Sebbens, Top right photo; Deborah Mailman, Ursula Yovich, Lisa Flannagan and Rachael Maza.
(Bottom right photo; male cast member Chris O’Dowd)
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world can now be viewed of people singing their version of the song ‘Bura
Fera’.14
The following is a letter to my great-great grandmother (wife of grampa
James) Granny Ada. I have never met her, but I have known her through the
stories my family have told about her.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8e8gQamL9Sg Original recording of Ngarra Burra Ferra
from the movie The Sapphires.
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Dhoma nyinyi Dhamala-nhanha Ada,
(My dear Granny Ada),
How I wish I could have sat with you by the fire and
listened to the sound of your voice. How much I would’ve
reveled in the stories you told and the languages you spoke.
Did grampa speak Tamil to you? Did you speak Yorta Yorta to
grampa? And what kind of relationship did you have? What
was precious and dear to your heart?
It is always a good idea to start at the beginning, but
there’s more than one beginning, so which one do I choose?
The stories are not just in a simple line of beginning middle
and end. They intertwine like links in a chain. Some overlap
and some are seemingly not connected. Some are older than
time and some are brand new, like the first breath you take on
your own. Like a word learnt, remembered, used and then
forgotten. Time, story, memory…
The end becomes the beginning and the beginning becomes
the end.
My research has been born out of my practice as an artist
and my passion from a young child to speak our language.
The creative experience has informed the ‘academic’, therefore
it is only logical that I write to my matrilineal line to describe
to you the journey I have undertaken, the journey that has
been laid out for me by my old ones, guided by the hands of my
‘Grand Mothers’.
While my research has evolved and been maintained by
the pressure and obligation of my studies, first and foremost I
have a cultural and spiritual responsibility to my family, my
kin, and my community to continue to explore the questions I
pose. In other words, my work and research will still continue
whether I have a doctorate or not.
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You were the only daughter to Nanny Kitty- the last full
blood known to our family. Four generations between you and
me. Granny Ada Cooper, you married a foreigner, a Mauritian
man. Grampa Thomas Shadrach James. He was the teacher,
preacher, doctor and counsel to our old people. Teaching by
the light of a single candle, nestled in the scholars’ hut at
Maloga Mission. He imparted much skill and knowledge but
what knowledge did you impart to him? Where is your
knowledge? Where is it written down or spoken about? I cannot
disregard your place in the creation of our family and what
sacrifices you made so I will continue to write and research to
find those answers to honor you and the strong women who
have come before me.
Dhomadhomaga murrangurrang, gatjina Lou
(Love always, great-great granddaughter Lou)
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Reflections
The question remains, is it possible for English speakers belonging to
the dominant culture to fully understand and support the depth and breadth of
the importance to speak one’s mother tongue?
The challenges that lie ahead for all endangered languages are the
antipathy and lack of education of the wider community and lack of ‘actual
implementation’ (McKay, 2014, 314) of language policies by the government
that is apparently obvious through the government’s refusal to accept any
evidence of researchers. Language researcher Graham McKay has reported
that there are some ‘hopeful signs in various states of policy developments
supportive of indigenous languages’ although this support ‘remains fragmented’
and ignores the ‘research that shows the importance of indigenous and minority
languages for social well-being and for developing English language skills’
(McKay, 2014, 297). Malcolm and Truscott report ‘a de facto or invisible form of
language policy exists that is not explicitly written but is implicitly created: it
privileges monolingualism over multilingualism and impedes full revitalization
and maintenance of Indigenous languages’ (Malcolm and Truscott, 2014, 6).
There is a dangerous presumption that learning an Indigenous or other
language hinders and is in competition with learning English. Again the data
gathered by researchers has shown the opposite. McKay notes that in 1973 the
Whitlam Government introduced bilingual programs in the Northern Territory ‘to
establish literacy and initial learning in a child’s first language and to build on
that with English as a second language’ (McKay, 2014, 312). The Northern
Territory Government made attempts to steer funding away from bilingual
programs in 1998 ‘on the pretext of better resourcing English language
programs’ (McKay, 2014, 312). McKay further states that the ‘Collins Report
indicates that the evaluation data on outcomes in English in bilingual schools
‘clearly shows positive outcomes compared with benchmark non-bilingual
schools’ (McKay, 2014, 312). The report further adds that the excuses given by
the Northern Territory Government were ‘proved spurious’ and ‘as a result,
bilingual education continued under the name of “two way learning”’ (McKay,
2014, 312).
Though in 2008 another attempt at steering the agenda away from
prioritising bilingual education occurred and this time the Minister for Education
of the day, Marion Scrymgour, was successful. McKay reports ’without
consultation with the affected communities, that henceforth the first four hours of
every day would be taught in English in the light of the poor performance of
remote Northern Territory students in national testing that year, particularly those
in bilingual schools (Delvin, 2009, p. 3)’ (McKay, 312). The Northern Territory
Government failed to prove any validity to their decision to the extent of ignoring
their own published reports.
Can we gather enough support, interest and enthusiasm to continue the
pending revival, reclamation and regeneration of endangered languages for the
next generations to enjoy?
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Language retrieval, reclamation and regeneration and the education of
these practices must be pervasive. It is critical to apply as many strategies as
possible to educate the wider community about the great benefits of language
diversity and to apply them to language policies, language education and the
use of language through the arts.
The next chapter begins with a letter to my great-great-great
grandmother Nanny Kitty. She is the matriarch of many Yorta Yorta families. I
have chosen to write to Nanny Kitty for the last letter because this is the
completion of my dissertation and the beginning of the next stage of research
and practice, where I will be heading and what I will continue to maintain and
develop in the future. !

!

!

Source: Monash University- The Cover of the Yorta Yorta Language Heritage Project
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CHAPTER FOUR: Nyuwandan lotjpatj (Our speak)

Dhoma nyini Dungudja dhamala-nhanha Kitty,
(My dear great-great-great Nanny Kitty),
This is a prayer to you…I am your great-great-great grand
daughter. Yorta Yorta is our mother tongue. I often wonder
and imagine if we were able to sit and talk and ask each other
question’s what we would say to each other?
I am a writer, composer, performer and language
activist. I have taken on the responsibility of retrieving our
language and like many other Yorta Yorta people we take this
responsibility as a life long commitment and in honor of you,
our old ones. The ones that held and protected our knowledge
and culture, connection to country and kin in the palm of
your hands, gently, securely, and with dignity.
I retrieve language so we may never forget who we are
and where we come from. I reclaim our language to remind us
that we are unique and ancient, so unique it can only be
explained abundantly in our language. I regenerate our
language to explore and strengthen our knowledge so that it
can be handed down to the next generations and to others
who are passionate and committed to learn our ways of
knowing, being, teaching and learning. I retrieve so I can
expand my mind and heart and create a stronger deeper
connection to the country. I reclaim our language so I am
closer to my family and my old ones…. so I am close to you….
Dhomadhomaga murrangurrang, gatjina, Lou
(Love always, great-great-great granddaughter, Lou)!
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Aboriginalising the mainstream environment
I would like to make reference to an enlightening story told by CreeMetis, Professor Heather Harris (2002) in her article about the paradox of
Indigenous higher education where she addresses the issue of hegemony by
way of the Coyote story (Wilson, 2008, 17). Coyote goes back to university only
to find that White people are teaching Indigenous studies from books that are
written by White researchers. He comes to the conclusion that all he needed to
do was ‘give up Native Studies and join the White Studies program!’ (Harris,
pp.194-196) (Wilson citing Harris, 2008, 19). Here in Australia we have the same
ongoing dilemma.
I remember when I was in high school Australian history class and the
teacher asked me to leave the room. I had been sitting quietly, behaving myself
so I wondered why she had asked me to leave so I asked my teacher what I
had done wrong. She told me I had done nothing wrong but she wanted me to
go and see the principal. She never told me why she had asked me to leave the
classroom; though I put it down to this- I was the only Aboriginal student in the
class. I was well known for speaking up about my culture and the distorted
history we were learning at school and that I would challenge what she was
about to teach the other students about Aboriginal people, history and culture.
Indigenous researchers need to be recognized in the Western world as
the authority and experts of Indigenous knowledges. For too long Indigenous
people have listened to the so called Western experts through a Western
paradigm of what it is to be Indigenous and have created untold amounts of
misinterpretations of Indigenous culture and people. I can liken this to a fish
explaining what it must be like to walk on land and calling himself an expert on
land walking.
The next chapter will explore some of the protocols and ideas of creating
a landscape and discourse to making the changes needed to occur for
Indigenous peoples to be heard and understood in a Western world.!
The prioritising of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultural values
within mainstream environments is yet to begin and though there are risks in the
appropriation of our culture, nonetheless, there are agreements and protocols
that exist and can be attained to utilise aspects of our culture such as language
in culturally appropriate customs.
To demonstrate the importance of having an environment that supports
the voices and values of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, I refer to
Article 18 of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples;
Indigenous peoples have the right to participate in decision-making in
matters which would affect their rights, through representatives chosen
by themselves in accordance with their own procedures, as well as to
maintain and develop their own indigenous decision making institutions.
(UNDRIP, 2008).
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When mainstream arts practitioners rely on the works created by
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists that draw upon individual, familial
and community stories, language and cultural tradition, to move forward with a
wise practices approach it must do so by respecting Indigenous ownership and
control of Indigenous heritage. There is a threat that neo colonial perceptions
and attitudes continue to steal by appropriating Indigenous knowledges,
customs, arts and rituals. To have in place Indigenous protocols such as
Indigenous Cultural Intellectual Property rights would deter this ongoing
practice.
Indigenous Cultural and Intellectual Property (ICIP)
In the past couple of decades, there has been a great advance made on
ensuring the protection of Indigenous peoples’ cultural and intellectual property.
In the booklet Protocols for producing Indigenous Australian Performing Arts
ICIP expert Terri Janke defines ICIP as the right:
To protect Indigenous Cultural and Intellectual Property rights, many
Indigenous organisations have created policies to address
recognition of the rights to control, maintain and protect Indigenous
knowledge and cultural expression. (Australia Council for the Arts,
2007).

An

act

of

cultural

responsibility

and

custodianship

and

an

understanding of the principles of ICIP, and implementing these principles in
the form of a policy document, will ensure that all cultural material produced for
communities is protected. Although ICIP does not protect a language, it does
protect the forms in which the language is expressed such as the productions
of dictionaries, recorded songs, film and written stories.
Communities by their very nature work largely with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander cultural content and therefore, are content creators. For
communities and arts practitioners using Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
languages, to be sustainable as well as to honor the cultural integrity of the work
and creative spaces, there needs to be ample timelines to consult with the
respective community Elders and leaders. The challenge here is to negotiate
the Indigenous production model that honors culture and the Western
production that honors industrialisation. The correct processes and procedures
take time, and do not comply with the current Western system strategy of having
high production turnover. This system often compromises quantity for quality.
For example, I will refer to the Australia Council’s Performing Arts protocol
booklet (2007);
The process of communication, consultation and consent may include:
identifying community members who have authority to speak for the
Indigenous cultural heritage in the dramatic work
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*! discussions with community members, providing information
about the proposed project, seeking consent to use the
Indigenous material, seeking guidance on use and feedback
on proposals
*! accepting that the community may not consent to the project
*! ongoing discussion about the way in which the work will be
developed, performed and presented
*! clear recognition of the Indigenous intellectual property of the
work
Allowing Indigenous protocols and procedures to be incorporated into
an arts practitioner’s business strategies increases the excellence of projects by
increasing quality and thoroughness. Taking everything on offer is often the
process and unsustainable. In other words, to do this work right, we must be
thorough, selective and take the time.
Findings
In spite of the attempt of the language being beaten out of Indigenous
people, our languages are alive within us. This has been a major finding and
something to be celebrated. Our syntax and grammar still remain strong. The
survival continues.
Language is belonging; it is tasting; it is feeling. When I speak and sing
my languages I feel at home. I feel a sense of belonging, and pride in my
languages. I also feel a sense of connection to the lands where those
languages come from and to my dear old ones, my ancestors.
In addition to creating Arts led projects, my passion is to see our
languages in schools all over Australia, and to create a healthy attitude of
inclusivity so that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages can be part of
the normal and accepted way of speaking in Australia. There have been some
attempts to include Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages in state
schools, though we must remain cautious to how and who will teach the
respective languages. A wise practice approach is vital to support the unique
diversity of languages depending on what state of health each individual
language exists.
Although the conceptual idea of deep listening is ancient and in
Indigenous

cultures

globally, another finding

is

the

invention

of the

orthographical term Gulpa Ngawar-l. The opportunity of this invention is a result
of the process of my PhD and it will be a method I will explore further.
As we move forward into the future and more awareness of language
retrieval occurs it is critical that Indigenous peoples and their respective
languages are not high jacked by good intentions, rather those non-Indigenous
people use their skills, energy, passion and commitment wisely for the benefit of
language retrieval and their respective communities.

That is to say, once

people choose to be a part of the solution they too must take the direction of
those Indigenous protocols and epistemologies.
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I believe it takes the whole community across all sectors of policy
writing, education and the arts to contribute and work together to engage with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities and to educate the wider
community of the importance of language retrieval in Australia. Though that
said, it is crucial that arts led projects be given the same if not more support to
create language retrieval programs and projects. Through my findings I have
found that song, performance and storytelling are essential components and
tools to use for language retrieval. It is accessible to everyone. It makes
learning fun and when you are having fun you absorb more information.
My future work will continue to maintain my cultural values and protocols
to enhance my business and those I collaborate with. Each project I have been
involved in that has dealt with language retrieval, reclamation and regeneration
has contributed significantly to my research, my cross-cultural work and
reflections on the ethics of retrieving language. Language retrieval has become
a part of the healing process, for all Australians. It brings people together, it
creates dialogue between different cultures, and concepts that English cannot
express. Murri linguist Aunty Jeanie Bell puts it very simply,
Our languages are the voice of the land, and we are the carriers of the
languages. (Bell, 61, 1993)
My work and relationship with international artists and other networks
nationally and world wide that support each other has opened up the
transnational door and the common goal of mother tongue retrieval and
maintenance will continue in honor of the surmountable work done by others
before us. I am thankful to those who have paved the way to where we are
now; it would be incomprehensible to perceive the landscape if this work had
not been achieved. It has reinforced my understanding of the importance to
continue this process and to pass on the knowledge to the next generation.
We are not alone in our plight to retrieve and maintain languages.
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APPENDICES

A1 Uncle William Cooper and Grampa James
Source: Twenty-fifth note reprinted in Bain Attwood and Andrew Markus,
Thinking Black. William Cooper and the Australian Aborigines’ League.
Aboriginal Studies Press: Canberra, 2004.

Notes!of!deputation!representing!Aborigines!and!various!associations!
interested!in!Aboriginal!welfare!to!the!Minister!for!the!Interior,!Thomas!
Paterson,!Melbourne,!23!January!1935.!
!
…!Mr!Cooper!presented!the!following!statement!which!was!read!on!his!
behalf!by!Mr!James:!
This!deputation!has!the!Honor!to!represent!the!aboriginal!
population!of!Australia.!
We,!on!behalf!of!the!descendants!of!the!aborigines!naturally!are!
greatly!concerned!in!everything!effecting!our!people.!We!consider!that!it!is!
one!of!the!most!pressing!problems!of!the!day,!yet!it!does!not!seem!to!
seriously!trouble!the!mind!of!the!Government.!!
Therefore!on!behalf!of!the!aboriginal!population!of!Australia!we!
appeal!for!a!constructive!policy!with!better!conditions!than!those!existing!
and!under!which!our!people!have!to!live.!We!respectfully!remind!the!
Government!that!a!strict!injunction!to!the!effect!“that!all!aborigines!and!
their!descendants!should!be!properly!cared!for”!was!included!in!the!
Commission!issued!to!those!who!came!overseas!to!Australia,!and!we!trust!
the!present!Government!will!take!every!lawful!means!to!extend!the!
protection!to!the!native!population,!who!are!His!Majesty’s!subjects,!and!the!
Government!must!punish,!with!exemplary!severity!all!acts!of!violence!and!
injustice!which!may!in!manner!be!attempted!or!practiced!against!the!
aborigines!who!are!to!be!considered!as!much!under!safeguard!of!the!laws!as!
the!white!people!under!the!British!Flag.!
Believing!the!British!Empire!to!stand!for!justice,!order,!freedom!and!
good!Government!we!pledge!ourselves!as!citizens!of!the!British!
Commonwealth!of!Australia!to!maintain!the!heritage!handed!down!to!us!by!
the!Creator!which!we!believe!to!be!true,!and!we,!therefore,!with!confidence,!
desire!moderation!and!forebearance!to!be!exercised!by!all!classes!in!their!
intercourse!with!native!inhabitants,!and!that!they!will!omit!no!opportunity!
of!assisting!to!fulfil!His!Majesty’s!most!gracious!and!benevolent!intention!to!
them!by!promoting!advancement!in!civilisation!under!the!blessing!of!Divine!
Providence.!
This!injunction!has!not!been!carried!into!effect!for!our!people!have!
been!driven!further!and!further!into!the!wastes!on!which!it!is!impossible!to!
live!for!much!longer,!consequently,!the!native!people!are!faced!with!
extinction.!
Many!of!our!civilised!aborigines!have!not!been!given!the!status!of!
citizens!of!the!Commonwealth.!
Many!have!no!voice!in!its!Government!and!no!vote!in!the!election!of!
Parliament,!and!are!apparently!cut!off!from!all!opportunity!of!becoming!
good!citizens!and!a!valuable!asset!to!the!country.!!
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I!wish!to!point!out!having!had!60!years’!experience!of!a!fruitless!task!
and!waste!of!good!on!an!Aboriginal!Settlement!on!which!no!useful!
industries!have!been!given!to!enable!them!to!become!useful!and!
independent!of!the!support!of!the!Government.!
The!aborigines!should!not!be!blamed!because!it!is!not!their!fault,!but!
the!fault!of!the!policy!pursued!by!the!various!Governments!in!not!adopting!
the!suggestions!mentioned!before.!
The!Maoris!of!New!Zealand!have!Parliamentary!representations!
since!1867,!therefore,!the!Parliamentary!representation!of!the!Australian!
aborigine!is!long!overdue.!
In!view!of!these!facts,!we,!on!behalf!of!the!native!races!of!Australia,!
respectfully!submit!the!following!requests:!
(1)!That!we!be!allowed!aboriginal!representatives!to!protect!our!interest!in!
the!state!and!Federal!Parliaments;!
(2)!That!the!Federal!Department!of!Native!Affairs!be!established!to!unify!
the!aboriginal!work!of!all!States!so!that!Australia!may!work!out!a!national!
policy!for!her!native!race;!
(3)!That!the!sympathetic!officer!be!appointed!for!this!Department!to!do!for!
the!aborigines!what!Sir!Hubert!Murray!has!done!in!New!Guinea.!
As,!Sir,!there!are!other!speakers,!I!thank!you!for!your!patient!hearing…!
Mr#Douglas#Nichols:!Sir,!I!endorse!the!statements!which!have!been!made.!
Much!more!could!be!done!for!our!people.!They!should!have!representation!
in!Parliament.!We!need!not!be!a!hindrance.!We!could!work!together!with!
the!white!men!and!we!look!to!you,!Sir,!to!help!us…!
Mr#A.#Morgan:#I!speak!on!behalf!of!our!native!women.!We!need!more!
education!than!we!get!with!our!Administrators.!If!we!get!the!same!
education!as!the!white!girl!we!could!stand!alongside!white!people.!
Mr#James:#The!case!of!my!people!for!more!than!100!years!has!baffled!all!
administrations.!Protectors!are!appointed!to!dispense!monies!to!the!best!
advantage,!and!to!feed,!clothe!and!educate!my!people.!Their!work!should!be!
for!our!moral,!social!and!intellectual!advancement,!but!they!have!not!lived!
up!to!their!responsibilities.!They!have!not!done!anything!to!raise!the!dignity!
of!our!people.!We!should!have!a!say!in!the!making!of!laws.!Education!is!not!
systematically!taught!but!a!mutilated!curriculum.!Boys!are!drifting!back.!
Teachers!are!unclassified!and!are!not!interested!in!the!progress!of!our!
people.!!
!
There!should!be!a!suitable!library!to!foster!the!love!of!reading.!The!
system!of!today!is!pauperizing!us!and!not!helping!us!in!any!way.!It!should!
be!altered!to!enable!us!to!support!ourselves!and!to!have!grants!of!land.!
There!is!plenty!of!land!which!can!be!split!up!and!used.!We!should!have!a!
native!representative!in!Parliament!and!a!Protector!in!each!State.!We!
should!be!given!opportunities!such!as!are!enjoyed!by!the!aristocratic!
Brahman!of!India.!We!understand!our!people!and!strongly!deprecate!the!
policy!of!appointing!policemen!as!administrators.!
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A2 dirtsong Melbourne International Arts Festival poster 2009

dirtsong
THE BLACK ARM BAND

EDUCATION RESOURCE PACK
WRITTEN AND COMPILED
DAVID PERRY
Source: Black Arm Band Company
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A3 dirtsong progam cover- Melbourne International Arts Festival 2009

Source: Black Arm Band Company
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A4 dirtsong lyrics

DIRTSONG by Lou Bennett © 2009
Hey deya-win, dirtsong, dirtsong
Hey this one here, dirtsong, dirtsong
Da yakama muma woka, nywanda birra
It come from country, our start (beginning)
Baparra-bannarrak baiyan woka,
Long time ago, song of country
Baiyan woka woka woka woka,
Song of country, country, country
Hey deya-win, dirtsong, dirtsong
Hey this one here, dirtsong, dirtsong
Da yakama muma woka, nywanda birra
It come from country, our start (beginning)
Baparra-bannarrak baiyan woka, nywanda birra
Long time ago song of country, our start
Ganbina muma woka, wuta birra
Rising up from country, all start
(Hey hun hey hun)
Hey deya-win, dirtsong, dirtsong
Hey this one here, dirtsong, dirtsong
Da yakama muma woka, yakapna dirtsong
It come from country, family dirtsong
Hey nga, hey nga dirtsong
Hey I am, hey I am dirtsong
Hey nga, hey nga dirtsong
Hey I am, hey I am dirtsong
Ganbina muma dhama baiya, woka galnyan murrangurrang
Rising from old song, country good always
Ganbina muma dhama baiya, woka galnyan murrangurrang
Rising from old song, country good always
Ganbina muma dhama baiya, woka galnyan murrangurrang
Rising from old song, country good always
Ganbina muma dhama baiya, woka galnyan murrangurrang
Rising from old song, country good always
Hey deya-win, dirtsong, dirtsong
Hey this one here, dirtsong, dirtsong
Da yakama muma woka, yakapna dirtsong
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It come from country, family dirtsong
Hey nga, hey nga dirtsong
Hey I am, hey I am dirtsong
Hey nga, hey nga dirtsong hey
Hey I am, hey I am dirtsong
Hey hey hey hey hey heeeeeeee…
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A5 Mamiaith-Mothertongue narration

Mamiaith- Mothertongue narration
My mother-tongue is sleeping ...
put to sleep by a curse of the overseer,
no more do her children speak, a language that is true of form,
my mother-tongue is sleeping, lying dormant by a curse from another one,
we now have a duty to wake her, from a long and deep sleep…
so we can speak again...our mother-tongue...
When will the blind see?
When will the deaf hear again?
It’s not only these words we speak
That make mothers heartbeat…
Lay down your sword and club
Put down your bow and arrow
Take up the word of your mother-tongue
And let the world revolve
Can you speak another tongue?
Can you hear the winds voice?
Will you let the river speak?
And let the rainfall?
When will the blind see?
When will the deaf hear again?
It’s not only these words we speak
That makes mothers heartbeat…
Carry her, lift her, help her rise
To the highest plain,
Listen to her softness,
Her strength and her pain
For she has been unspoken,
Unspoken for far too long
And now she is reborn
And ready to be spoken again….
By Lou Bennett and translated into Welsh by Lisa Jen Brown
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A6 dirtsong performance list 2009-2014

dirtsong performances 2009-2014
2009
23 & 24 October 2009
World Premiere (Melbourne International Arts Festival)
The State Theatre, Melbourne
2011
3 October
5th World Summit on Arts and Culture – Opening ceremony
International Federation of Arts Councils and Culture Agencies
The Plenary, Melbourne Conference and Entertainment Centre, Melbourne
30 September
Theatre Royal, Castlemaine
2012
1 April
Message Sticks Festival Sydney Opera House, Sydney
26 August
Darwin Festival – closing night concert Darwin Botanical Gardens, Darwin
1 September
Melbourne Recital Centre, Melbourne
15 December
Mildura Arts Centre – Gala opening Mildura, Victoria
2013
19 January
Wominjeka Festival Footscray Community Arts Centre, Melbourne
13 February
Apology - 5 Years On Concert Old Parliament House, Canberra

16 February – 1 March
USA Tour Hopkins Center for the Performing Arts (New Hampshire) and
Skirball Center for the Performing Arts (New York)
2 March
Clancestry Festival
Queensland Performing Arts Centre, Brisbane
3 June
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National Native Title Conference Alice Springs Convention Centre, Alice
Springs
26 August
APRA Art Music Awards NIDA Parade Theatre, Sydney
5 September
British Council Accelerate Awards Melbourne Museum, Melbourne
12 October
Port Fairy Spring Music Festival Reardon Theatre, Port Fairy
29 October
2014 Adelaide Festival Program Launch Adelaide Festival Centre Theatre,
Adelaide
2014
21 February
Australian Performing Arts Market Garden’s Point Theatre, QUT, Brisbane
13 March
Drum Theatre Season Program Dandenong, Victoria
16 March
Adelaide Festival Closing Night Concert Adelaide Festival Theatre, Adelaide
26 April
TEDx Sydney Opening Performance Sydney Opera House, Sydney
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A7 Black Arm Band selected media reviews and quotes
dirtsong – Black Arm Band
Selected media quotes
"But the overarching metaphor of a community creatively united in story and
music – a chamber orchestral soundtrack beyond genre and always defiantly
beautiful – is the Black Arm Band’s gift to a history that remains, after all, rich
and resilient enough to bear such magnificent fruit."
The Age – Michael Dwyer – 4 September 2012
"dirtsong ... was potent and all consuming ... this is music to send shudders
down your spine and bring tears to your eyes ..."
The Age – Liza Power – October 24 2009
Media reviews
The Age – Liza Power – Saturday October 24 2009

!

!
!
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The Age – Jessica Nicholas – Monday October 26 2009

!

!

!
!
!
!
!
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!

The Age – Michael Dwyer – Tuesday 4 September 2012

!

!
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